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FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — A proposed ballot measure to let
Kentucky voters decide whether to legalize casino gambling hasn't garnered enough support yet to gain state Senate passage, a
key supporter said Monday night.
Senate Majority Caucus Chairman Dan Scum acknowledged
he hasn't lined up sufficient backing after emerging from a
closed-door meeting of fellow Senate Republicans to discuss the
hot-button issue.
Scum,a Louisville Republican, said he wasn't giving up on his
proposed constitutional amendment, with more than half of this
year's 60-day General Assembly session still left.
"At this point in time, I have no plans of putting it on the
(Senate) floor, obviously, until I have the necessary votes to pass
a constitutional amendment," Scum told reporters.
Senate Majority Leader Damon Thayer, R-Georgetown, said
the "sentiment is not there" right now to pass it in the Senate.
As a proposed change to the state Constitution, the measure
needs at least 23 supporting votes in the 38-member chamber.
Thayer declined to say how close supporters were in their pursuit
of votes.
The measure would go on this fall's ballot if it cleared the
Legislature.
A group pushing to put the issue on the ballot said the development shows more work needs to be done in promoting expanded
gambling.
The issue has stfong grassroots support, and now the task is to
have that translate into support among lawmakers,said Elizabeth
Post, a spokeswoman for the group Kentucky Wins.
"We feel that it is impossible now for the legislators in
Frankfort to ignore all this groundswell of support throughout
Kentucky," she said.
Expanded gambling opponent Paul Chitwood, executive director of the Kentucky Baptist Convention. said the proposal is on
"life support."
"Lawmakers realize that legalizing casinos is a bad idea
because of the misery they'd bring to Kentucky," he said in a
statement. "They're also aware that voting for casinos could very
well cost them re-election because so many Kentuckians oppose
the idea."
Proposals to legalize casinos have been introduced in the GOPled Senate and Democratic-run House.
Democratic Gov. Steve Beshear campaigned in support of
expanded gambling as a revenue producer.
"If the governor wants it badly enough, he ought to go to the
members of his own party in the chamber that they control and
try to push the bill," Thayer said.
Beshear spokeswoman Kerni Richardson declined to comment

Gov. Steve Beshear announced Tuesday
that the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet

was awarding the much-anticipated
Kentucky Lake bridge contract to Johnson
Brothers Corp. of Fort Worth,Texas.
The bridge will carry U.S. 68/ Ky Hwy
80 over the Kentucky Lake near Aurora and
replaces the 8I-year-old Eggners Ferry
Bridge between Trigg and Marshall counties.
It is the first of two projects to replace the
bridges separated by Land Between the
Lakes National Recreation Area over the

KYTC
launches
Data Mart
website
By HAWKINS TEAGUK
Staff Writer

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Above, Firefightec Hunter Henson of Calloway County Fire-Rescue begins a run Monday
afternoon as he tries a rescue truck simulator the Kentucky Fire Commission brought to
Murray as part of its fire driving simulation exercise. The service is offered to departments
statewide and gives firefighters the chance to train in real-life situations that are geared to
all forms of mobile firefighting equipment (I.E. pumper trucks, ladder trucks, SUVs). The
Murray Fire Department asked for the Commission simulator to come to Murray and CCFR
personnel were invited to try it themselves as well. Below, Rodney Hall, Area 1 instructor
for the Kentucky Fire Commission, gives information to Murray Fire Department Lt. Sean
Kelly (background) Tuesday as Kelly uses a simulator for a pumper truck. MFD asked for
time with the Commission simulator, and it has been set up on Sycamore Street this week
across from Calloway County Fire-Rescue Station No. 1.
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Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 35 North
wind around 6 mph
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 22
North wind around 5 mph

becoming light and variable
after midnight.
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 44. Light west
southwest wind becoming
southwest 5 to 10 mph in the
morning.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 29.
West southwest wind 6 to 10
mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 45. West northwest
wind 5 to 7 mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 29. Light and
variable wind.
Saturday: A slight chance of
showers. Partly sunny, with a
high near 50.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 33.
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The Murray-Calloway Transit Authority
already had one new program slated to
begin Thursday.
After its board of directors met Tuesday, a
second will start on that day.
In its regular monthly meeting, the board
unanimously acted on a recommendation
from the Management Committee to include

Thursday as a day then rates are reduced to
$2, $5 or $7 for on-demand customers,
depending on distance traveled„joining
Tuesdays and Fridays in that capacity. That
new declaration will go into effect this week
and will accompany MCIA's launch of its
new evening service program that will operate from 7 p.m. to 12 am., on Thursdays
and Fridays.
The board approved the evening service
program in its January meeting.
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The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet has launched a new
website that seeks to give the
public easy access to information such as local road and
bridge projects, traffic counts,
highway crashes and other
data.
A KYTC press release said a
new Web portal named Data
Mart was designed to be a onestop shop for customers and
consumers of KYTC data. It
was built to achieve the ob)ectivas of providing a central portal to obtain access to transportation data; automating and
displaying regularly scheduled
reporting; and providing transparency into and public
accountability for the Cabinet's
management and stewardship
of public funds. Data Mart was
developed by KYTC's Office
of Information Technology and
gives the public direct access to
many of the tools used by
KYTC engineers.
"It's an opportunity for the
Transportation Cabinet to show
more transparency, especially
with its business practices,
business processes, how it handles finances." said Jim
Isaman. a KYTC spokesman.
"It's a great opportunity to be
able to take a lot of different
information sets and put them
in one convenient location so
that members of the general
public and members of the
media can go directly on our
home page and be able to
access the information."
The site is at datarnart.business.transportation.k y.gov. The
home page features simplelooking graphics on 12 different buttons on which the user
can click, including "Roads,"

MCTA board adjusts Thursday rates
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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Kentucky and Barkley lakes. When complete, it marks the finish to a decade-long
widening of the 68/80 corridor between
Bowling Green and Mayfield.
Beshear said in a statement Tuesday that
replacing the bridges has been a priority ot
his administration since the beginning.
"Land Between the Lakes, and indeed ow
entire Western Waterland region, is not only

"We were extremely pleased with ridership numbers in January," said Robert
Billington Jr., an ex-officio member of the
board, who spoke for the Management
Committee Tuesday. Numbers show that
ridership increased in January by nearly
3,000 riders with fare box figures for
January ending at $4,473, compared to
$3,132 in December.
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From Front
a cultural and recreational treasure,"
he said. "tt also is an economic
engine."
The Eggnas Fury Bridge was
built in 1932. Kilt officials say it
is -functionally obsolete," long ago
ceasing to rneet modern design
standards for the heavy traffic flow
over du lake. The new bridge will
cloak the two-lane original bridge
with kit, I 1-foot lanes and a 10fOot ticycie lane, mimicking the
heightand girth of larger ocean-farits bay citesings - coinplete with a
rare basket-handle tied arch design
seen only yet in Japan.
Beshear said the Texas-based
contractors presented a building
proposal that closely aligned with
state standards for the project. The
oxitract, thought town about $150
million, will cost the state $131.5
million and should open to traffic in
December 2015.
Getting to this point in the bridge
project has been a longtime mining.
Highway officials said in October
they hoped to award the hefty contact for work on the bridge by late
December, but shortly before

Shi

Chnstmas, they revised their projections and aimed for late January.
Since then, it's been Largely a waiting game, while a Frankfort-based
contract review committee mulled
over eight oontracts and rumors
about who would receive the contract flooded local media.
KyTC Spokesman Keith Todd
said larger contracts take time, and
the committee with the bridge project needed to compare state requirements with each of the eight pro"On a project of this size, there
are a lot of technical requirements,"
he said. "When it works well, we
have a bid on a project at a certain
date and certain time, but there's no
guarantee."
But this committee had more than
just eight contracts to review.
In early January,as the committee
began narrowing down the list of
contractors to Johnson Brothers the lowest bidder - the second lowest bidder,CJ. Mahan Construction
Co. of Ohio,filed a protest with the
KyTC, citing concerns over
Johnson's bidding, area media
reported.

No one with Mahan Construction
was available for comment by press
time.
Tim Winn, director of Johnson
Brothers declined to comment in
regards to the reported complaints,
but he said his company is pleased
with the KyTC's announcement.
"Johnson Brothers is proud to be
awarded the construction for the
Eggners Ferry bridge Mica,
" he
said Tuesday following the
announcement. "We look forward
to working with the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet and the
local community to build this challenging infrastructure project."
Todd said the less than two-year
completion date on the project is
expedited. Typically projects of that
size take up to three yews. Of
course, Todd said the company
should be doing more work on the
bridge for about six to 10 months
after traffic is diverted onto it. The
contract includes cosmetic work
like painting and landscaping as
well as the demolition of the
Egg,ners Ferry Bridge, which stands
several hundred feet south of the
expected construction route.
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Some of that, though,could be
alleviated after the board opted
"One thing we felt needed to
to use money it will receive
be done then was to expand the
a local church renting the
from
days where the rates of $2, $5,
offices for having its
MCTA
and $7 are in effect as much as
services to go toward paying off
possible," Billington added.
"I believe the No. 1 goal of a pair of 4 percent bank notes.
this board is to do what it can to One is with Regions Bank for a
make sure the people of the city
little less than $9,000, while the
and Calloway County can afford
is with The Murray Bank
other
to use this service," said
than $34,000. The
for
more
Committee
Management
Parrish.
Rob
Ed
Chairman
board voted to handle the
At the same time, though, that
Regions note with the $600 per
committee was also seeking to
month it will receive from
address what Billington said is
first, then tackle the
church
the No. 1 financial issue facing
note.
other
MCTA: salaries. So, with a
In addition, the board also
unanimous vote, the board
approved recommendations to, voted to allow Executive
except in special circumstances, Director Bjarne Hansen to pureliminate overtime for employsue the purchase of two buses
ees and go to comp time on
seven Federal holidays for and an additional vehicle, plus
employees who will choose computer equipment and a surwhich holidays they wish to veillance camera with $109,000
have off.
remaining in a federal 5309
Figures showed that salaries grant. The buses will replace
were a big reason MCTA spent
vehicles in the MCTA fleet that
$58,000 last month, while making $52,000 in the same time have reached high-mileage levels, it was reported.
frame, a loss of $6,000.

From Front
-Bridges," "Traffic"
and
"County."
•
"One of the particular areas
that our information technology
developers are particularly
happy about is the county page,
so if you go out on the Data
Mart and click 'County,' and
you'll be able to access all 120
counties," lsaman said.
When the user clicks on the
"County" button on the home
page, he or she has the option of
scrolling down to select the
county of choice. As an example, a data chart shows
Calloway County as having a
population of 37,191 and containing 410.81 square miles,
645.7 state-maintained lane
miles and 112 state-maintained
bridges. The chart also lists
Calloway County as having 21
KYTC employees,and says that
in 2012, there was a total of
1,031 traffic crashes, 18 motorcycle accidents and 39 accidents involving deer. The data
also shows that Calloway
County has registrations of
2,570 commercial vehicles,
26,768 non-commercial vehicles and 538 official vehicles.
The page also contains links
where users can learn about
Calloway County's historic
KYTC project authorization
dollars, historic KYTC project
expenditures, current active
highway plan projects (those
that are included on the 2012
"Six Year Plan") and current
active KYTC construction projects.
Isaman said the KYTC wants
to hear from the public on how
easy the site is to use or if there
is any information they would
like to see included. To send
comments to the KYTC, users
can go to the link that says
"Feedback" at the bottom of the
home page.
"We're excited to launch our
Data Mart," Transportation
Secretary Mike Hancock said in

From Front

•Casino; support...
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Mart gives everyone the opportunity to view real-time data. The
information has always been publicly available, but we have created a single portal through which
to access it. We believe this is
unprecedented among state transportation agencies in terms of
transparency and ease of access."
In addition to the information
on the Data Mart site, if users
want to access the most up-todate fatality information,they can
go the KYTC home page to
access to the daily fatality summary, lsaman said.

From Front
Monday night.
House Speaker Pro Tern Larry
Clark, D-Louisville, has introduced two gambling proposals.
One is a proposed constitutional amendment that would let
Kentucky voters decide in the
fall election whether they want
to make casinos legal. A companion bill specifies how many
casinos would be allowed, how
the industry would be regulated
and how the state's share of revenue would be distributed.
Clark's companion bill would
allow up to eight casinos
statewide, including five run by
racetracks.
?pre,f?harliirsasaid the state would
-„lake tp an estimated
n in „yearly casino6
related tax revenues. Half the
amount under his proposal
would go to education, from
preschools to universities.
Licensing fees granted to casino operators would generate at
least $50 million more for the
state for each casino at the outset.
Seum's proposed constitutional amendment would allow up
to seven casinos statewide.
Under his proposal, a proposed Equine Excellence Fund
would receive 10 percent of
gross gambling revenues to

boost Kentucky's horse racing
industry through higher purses
and breeders' incentives.
Other state gambling revenues
would go for job creation, education, human services, health
care, veterans' bonuses, local
governments and public safety.
Seum sent a memo to fellow
lawmakers last week touting the
revenue potential from expanded gambling..
He said it would provide
"much needed relief from the
seven consecutive years of
budget cuts that the state has
experienced, which has resulted
in less funding for schools,
higher tuition at universities:and
community colleges and cuts-to
health and human services," he
said.
Beshear has cut about $1.6
billion from the state budget
since taking office in 2007, due
to sluggish state revenues
caused by the recession. He recommended another $98.6 million in spending cuts in the twoyear budget proposal he recently submitted to lawmakers. The
cuts would free up more money
for education.
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Shirley Temple,iconic dimpled,curly-haired child star, dies at 85

...•

By MAMMA MENDOZA
Fox from bankruptcy with films such as "Curly Top" and
Associated Press
"The Littlest Rebel.' She even had a drink named after
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Shirley Temple, the dim- her, an appropriately sweet and innocent cocktail of ginpled, curly-haired child star who sang, danced, sobbed ger ale and grenadine, topped with a maraschino cherry.
and grinned her way into the hearts of Depression-era
Temple blossomed into a pretty young woman, but
moviegoers, has died. She was 85.
audiences lost interest, and she retired from films at 21.
Temple,known in private life as Shirley Temple Black, She raised a family and later became active in politics
died Monday night at her home near San Francisco. She and held several diplomatic posts in Republican adminiswas surrounded by family members and caregivers, pub- trations, including ambassador to Czechoslovakia during
licist Cheryl Kagan said.
the historic collapse of communism in 1989.
"We salute her for a life of remarkable achievements as
"I have one piece of advice for those of you who want
an actor, as a diplomat, and most importantly as our to receive the lifetime achievement award. Stan early,"
beloved mother, grandmother, great-grandmother, and she quipped in 2006 as she was honored by the Screen
adored wife for fifty-five years of the late and much Actors Guild.
missed Charles Alden Black," a family statement said.
But she also said that evening that her greatest roles
The family would not disclose Temple's cause of death.
were as wife, mother and grandmother. "There's nothing
A talented and ultra-adorable entertainer, Shirley like real love. Nothing." Her husband of more than 50
Temple was America's top box-office draw from 1935 to years, Charles Black, had died just a few months earlier.
1938, a record no other child star has come near. She beat
They lived for many years in the San Francisco suburb
out such grown-ups as Clark Gable, Bing Crosby, Robert of Woodside.
Taylor, Gary Cooper and Joan Crawford.
Temple's expert singing and tap dancing in the 1934
In 1999, the American Film Institute ranking of the top feature "Stand Up and Cheer!" first gained her wide
50 screen legends ranked Temple at No. 18 among the 25 notice. The number she performed with future Oscar
actresses. She appeared in scores of movies and kept winner James Dunn, "Baby Take a Bow," became the
children singing "On the Good Ship Lollipop" for gener- title of one of her first Starring features later that year.
ations.
Also in 1934, she starred in "Little Miss Marker," a
Temple was credited with helping save 20th Century comedy-drama based on a story by Damon Runyon that
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Actress Shirley Temple is
photographed
as
she
appeared in Poor Little Rich
Girl in 1936.
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showcased her acting talent_ In "Bnght Eyes," Tem*
introduced "On the Good Ship Lollipop' and did battle
with a charmingly bratty Jane Withers,launching Withers
as a major child star, too.
She was "just absolutely marvelous, greatest in the
world," director Allan Dwan told filmmaker-author Peter
Bogcianovich in his book "Who the Devil Made It:
Conversations With Legendary Film Directors." "With
Shirley, you'd just tell her once and she'd remember the
rest of her life," said Dwan, who directed "Heidi" and
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." "Whatever it was she
was supposed to do — she'd do it. ... And if one of the
actors got stuck, she'd tell him what his line was — she
knew it better than he did."
Temple became a nationwide sensation. Mothers
dressed their little girls like her, and a line of dolls was
launched that are now highly sought-after collectables.
Her immense popularity prompted President Franklin D.
Roosevelt to say that "as long as our country has Shirley
Temple, we will be all right."
She teamed with the great black dancer Bill
"Bojangles" Robinson in two 1935 films with Civil War
themes, "The Little Colonel" and "The Littlest Rebel."
Their tap dance up the steps in "The Little Colonel"(at a
time when interracial teamings were unheard-of in
Hollywood) became a landmark in the history of film
dance.
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AG urges
restoring
voting rights
to ex-inmates

MSU to coordinate
13th annual
Posters at the Capitol
By MADISON JOHNSON
MSU Pnnt Media
The 13th annual "Posters at the Capitol" program is scheduled to take place on Feb. 27, in Frankfort.
Posters at the Capitol is a celebration of the research and
scholarly achievements of undergraduates across Kentucky.
Murray State University coordinates the program statewide
tor Kentucky's public universities and the community college system
This year, Murray State will have 18 projects presented
that include 27 students and 21 faculty members. Four MSU
colleges — the Arthur I Bauemfeind College of Business,
the, college of education, the Jesse D. Jones College of
Science, Engineering and Technology,and the college of
humanities and fine arts — as well as the school of nursing
and the Hutson School of Agriculture will all be represented
at this year's event.
"Posters at the Capitol serves as a signature presentation
opportunity for undergraduate students in Kentucky," said
Jody Cofer, Undergraduate Research and Scholarly Activity
program coordinator at MSU."The projects presented at
Posters at the Capitol showcase the breadth of scholarly
work being done by students at each of Kentucky's public
universities and across the community college system. This
program helps to show members of the Kentucky General
Assembly the importance of funding faculty-mentored experiences and reiterates why they have been coined 'highimpact' educational practices by the Association of American
Colleges and Universities."
Dr. Bonnie Higgins, Regents Professor Emeritus and former MSU provost, will serve as this year's Master of
Ceremonies. Scheduled guest speakers include Dr. Micheal
Benson, president of Eastern Kentucky University; Rep.
Derrick Graham,chair of the House Education Committee;
and Sen. Mike Wilson,chair of the Senate Education
Committee.
Also scheduled to speak is Dr. Aaron Thompson,executive
vice president of Kentucky Council on Postsecondary
Education. Additionally, Gov. Steve Beshear has,once again,
designated Posters at the Capitol day to be "Undergraduate
Research Day" across the state.
The program is held in the Capitol Building. The poster
display takes place on the mezzanine level and the welcome
begins at 10:45 a.m. The public is invited to attend and learn
about the research and scholarly work of undergraduate students from across the state.
For more information about undergraduate research opportunities at Murray State, look online at
campus.murraystate.edu/services/URSA/index.html. A copy
of the Posters at the Capitol program booklet can be
accessed online
at http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursa/Posters_2014.
html.

Photo provided
Dr. Michael Kalinski (center), chair of the department of applied health science at Murray State
University, received a prestigious International Award from The Physiological Society of India,
in recognition of his significant contribution in the field of physiological sciences. Kalinski is
shown with Dr. Amar K. Chandra (left), president of the Physiological Society of India and professor at the University of Calcutta, and Dr. Somnath Gangopadhyay (right), Hony. General
Secretary of the Physiological Society of India and professor of the University of Calcutta.

MSU professor receives award from India
By CHRISTINA PRIDDY
and Exercise and Cellular Mechanisms of Muscle
MSU Print Media
Injury (2011).
Dr. Michael Kalinski, chair of the department of
Kalinski serves as a member on the advisory board
applied health science at Murray State University, of the Indian journal Al Ameen Journal of Medical
has received a prestigious International Award from
Sciences. He also serves as a member on the advisoThe Physiological Society of India, in recognition of
International Journal of Applied Sciences
his significant contribution in the field of physiolog- ry board of
graduate students and faculties at
mentoring
India,
in
ical sciences. Kalinski was invited to deliver the
Kalinski
has presented plenary lecPatiala.
NIS
in
"Prof. SR. Maitra Memorial Oration in Calcutta,
Chandigarh
Amritsar,
and Bangalore. He
at
in
tures
India, on Jan. IS.
Kalinski's achievements in India leading up to this was named a Life Member of the National
award include serving as a Fulbright Scholar at the Association of Physical Education and Sport Science
National Institute of Sport in Patiala in 2007, and (NAPESS)of India in 2012.
chairing sessions and presenting a lecture at the
Kalinski became chair of the applied health science
Physiological Society of India conference in
department at Murray State in 2013. This past
Faridabad, also in 2007.
manuscript was accepted to the
Kalinski organized and chaired a Symposium in January, his
Exercise Physiology at the 14th International International Journal of Cardiovascular Research
Congress on Sports Sciences, Commonwealth and a chapter entitled Sport and Exercise Physiology
Games, in Delhi, India, in 2010. He presented a is in press for the Encyclopedia of Life Support
keynote lecture at the International Conference in System.
Physical Education and Exercise in Chennai in 2012.
Upon being notified he had won the award,
Also, Kalinski has published a book, Ergogenic Kalinski was pleased, saying he felt "happiness that
Aids, and research articles in Al Ameen Journal of my teaching and research during seven years in India
Medical Sciences and Human Biology Review, and
and with Indian scientists was acknowledged."
also two collaborative articles with India scientists in
For more information on The Physiological
Europe. He is a recognized expert in the area of exerof India, visit http://physiologicalsocietySociety
cise science and a prolific author with more than 80
ofindia.orgin/
online. For additional information on
bllithed-refented:journal articles and 10'research
tiding Exercise and Intracellular the Murray State applied health science department,
graphs;
Regulation of Cardiac and Skeletal Muscle (1995) go online at http://www.murraystate.eduThshs.aspx

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Attorney General Eric Holder on
Tuesday urged states to restore
voting rights to former prison
inmates, an issue he said primarily affects African-Americans.
Eleven states continue to
restrict voting rights after a person has served a prison sentence
and is no longer on probation or
parole. the attorney general said
at a symposium on the criminal
justice system.
"Across this country today, an
estimated 5.8 million Americans
— 5.8 million of our fellow citizens — are prohibited from voting because of current or previous
felony convictions," said Holder.
"It is time to fundamentally
rethink laws that permanently disenfranchise people who are no
longer under federal or state
supervision."
He said 2.2 million black citizens, or nearly one in 13 AfricanAmerican adults,are banned from
voting because of these laws,and
said the ratio climbs to one in five
in Florida, Kentucky and
Virginia.
Holder's remarks on restoring
voting rights are part of the attorney general's initiative seeking
fundamental change in the
nation's criminal justice system.
Last August, Holder instructed
federal prosecutors to stop charging many nonviolent drug defendants with offenses that carry
mandatory minimum sentences.
He said long mandatory terms
have flooded the nation's prisons
with low-level drug offenders and
diverted money away from crime
fighting.
In Tuesday's remarks on disenfranchising former prisoners.
Holder brought up the issue of
race.
The It states identified by the
Justice Department as restricting
voting rights are Arizona, Florida,
Alabama, Iowa, Kentucky,
Mississippi, Nebraska, Nevada.
Wyoming, Tennessee
and
Virginia.

Hall of Fame
Class of2014

RACERS

MSU Athletic Hall of Fame
Induction Banquet
Friday, February 21
CFSB Center

Mktg° Arack
Tennis
1998-2002

Ben Chamness
Football/Track ar Field
1951-1955

Doors Open - 5:30 PM
Induction Banquet - 6:00 PM
Tickets - $30
Call 270-809-3746
Reservation Deadline
Thursday, February 13

Anna Lash
Tennis
2003-2007
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LD.Cook Jr.
LD.Cook,Jr., 80,of Hazel, Ky., died Monday, Feb. 10, 2014 at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Ky.
He was born Sept. 8, 1933 in Graves County, Ky., to L.D. Cook,
Sr. and Ethel Canter Cook. He served in the United
States Army, was a member of Glendale Road
Church or Christ, retired as bnpich manager of
Peoples Bank north branch and was a farmer.
Mr. Cook is survived by his wife, Blondavene
Moore Cook; two daughters, Mary Moore Nesbitt
and husband Dickie, Hazel and Jane Ann Fike and
husband Tommy,Murray; one son, Brad Cook and
wife Dee Dee, Murray; a sister, Joetta Johnson,
Murray; six grandchildren, Jason Nesbitt and wife
Miranda, Hazel, Kyle Nesbitt, Hazel, Taylor
Cook
Nesbitt, Hazel, Ashley Domesick and husband
Ryan, Nashville, Tenn., Cortney Holland and husband Justin, Murray and Haley Neal and husband
Jeremy, Hazel; two step-grandchildren, Ti. Fike
and Tiffani Fike, both of Murray and seven greatgrandchildren.
He was preceded in death by his parents and a granddaughter,
Caitlin Ann Gilbert.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 13, 2014 at
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with John Dale, Garry
Evans and Jason Hart officiating. Burial will follow in the Salem
Cemetery, Lynn Grove. Visitation will be from 4-8 p.m.,
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 2014 at the funeral home.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home, Murray, is in charge of
arrangements.
•

House Republicans back
away from debt fight
ANDREW TAYLOR
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) Unwilling to spook the markets
and divided among themselves,
House Republicans backed away
from a battle over the government's debt limit Tuesday and permitted President Barack Obama's
Democratic allies to drive quick
passage of a measure extending
Treasury's borrowing authority
without any concessions from the
White House.
The 221-201 vote came hours
after Speaker John Boehner
announced that his fractured party
would relent. Just 28 Republicans
voted for the measure, including
Boehner and his top lieutenants.
But 193 Democrats more than
compensated for the low support
among Republicans.
Senate Democrats hoped to vote
on the legislation as early as
Wednesday and send it to Obama
for his signature.
The movt was denounced by
many conservative groups but
came after most Republicans in
the House made clear they had no
taste for another high-stakes fight
with Obama over the nation's debt
ceiling, which must be raised so
the government can borrow
money to pay all of its bills.
The bill would permit the
Treasury Department to borrow
normally for another 13 months,
putting off the chance of a debt

crisis well past the November
elections and providing time for a
newly elected Congress to decide
how to handle the issue.
Just Monday, Republicans suggested pairing the debt measure
with legislation to roll back a
recent cut in the inflation adjustment of pension benefits for working age military retirees.
Democrats insisted on a debt
measure completely clean of unrelated legislation.
"The full faith and credit(of the
United States) should be unquestioned and it is not negotiable,"
said House Minority Leader
Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.
The vote comes four months
after Washington defused a government shutdown and debt crisis
that burned Republicans politically - an experience they did not
want to repeat.
The White House applauded
Tuesday's vote.
"Tonight's vote is a positive step
in moving away from the political
brinkmanship that's a needless
drag on our economy," White
House spokesman Jay Carney
said. He said Congress should
now take additional steps to
strengthen the economy and
pressed efforts by Obama and
Democrats to restore jobless benefits to the long-term unemployed
and to increase the minimum
wage.

Report: Ky. below national
average in AP scoring
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A
new report shows over the last
decade more students are taking
Advanced Placement courses in
Kentucky.
But the College Board report
released on Tuesday shows the
state is below the national average of students in the class of
2013 who scored a 3 or higher
on an AP exam. The national
average was 20 percent, where
Kentucky was 16.3 percent.
A 3,4,or 5 are the scores typically accepted by colleges for

credit and placement.
Over the past decade, the
report said the number of students who graduate from high
school having taken rigorous
AP courses, like world history
and physics, has nearly doubled.
The report also showed the
improvement states have made
over the last decade in students
scoring a 3 or higher on an AP
exam. Kentucky jumped from 7
percent in 2003 to 16.3 last year.

Ray Davies,Donovan part
of Songwriters Hall class
NEW YORK (AP) - Ray band's hits "You Really Got
Davies and Donovan are among Me," "Tired of Waiting for You"
the 2014 claps of the and "All gay and_ All of the
Songwriters Hall of Fame.
Night." He has also written for
The organization announced Van Haien and the Pretenders.
Tuesday that "Midnight Train to
Scottish
singer-songwriter
Georgia" writer Jim Weatherly
Donovan's
hits
include
and English songwriter Graham
"Sunshine
Superman,"
"Mellow
Gouldman also made the cut.
and
"Atlantis."
Mark James, the writer of Yellow"
Donovan
has
collaborated
with
covMind"
My
"Always on
McCartney, George
ered by Elvis Presley and Willie Paul
Nelson - rounds out the list of Harrison, Ronnie Wood and Jeff
five inductees.
Beck.
The new class beat out top
Both the Kinks and Donovan
acts that were also up for nomi- have been inducted into the
nation, including Madonna, Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
John Mellencamp, Sade, Nile
The 45th annual Songwriters
Rodgers and Led Zeppelin's
of Fame gala will be held
Hall
Jimmy Page and Robert Plant.
June
12 at the New York
singer
Davies,the Kinks lead
Marquis.
the
Marriott
penned
songwriter,
and chief

Natural Bridge hiking series planned
SLADE,Ky.(AP)- Natural Bndge State Resort Park is offering a series of guided hikes starting next month
The hikes will be led by a naturalist and will range from four
miles to eight miles.
The first "trail trek" is March 22,followed by hikes on April 26,
Jule 7, Sept. 27 and Nov. 8. The Kentucky Parks Department says
the first four will last about three to five hours, with the final
event expected to run five to seven hours.
The fee for each trek is $8 per person. The minimum age is 10
years old, and anyone 10 to 17 must be accompanied by an adult.
Dress appropriately for the weather and bring plenty of water,
snacks and lunch if desired.
Preregistration is required by calling (800) 325-1710.

Clinic will treat neuromuscular disease
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A new clinic opening in Louisville
will specialize in treating children with neuromuscular diseases.
The clinic is a partnership between University of Louisville
Physicians, Kosair Children's Hospital and the Muscular
Dystrophy Association.
It will provide highly specialized medical care for children with
the nine main forms of muscular dystrophy and more than 30
other neuromuscular diseases. A release from UoiL Physicians
says the clinic's affiliation with the Muscular Dystrophy
Association will also allow patients and families to benefit from
the MDA's range of support services and resources.
The specialized care will include physical, respiratory and
speech therapy.
A grand opening for the clinic is planned for Feb. 24.

Ceremony set for new Franklin courthouse
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- A dedication ceremony is set for
Feb. 18 for the new Franklin County Courthouse in Frankfort.
Kentucky Chief Justice John Minton Jr. and Franklin County
Judge-Executive Ted Collins will be among the speakers at the 4
p.m. EST public ceremony.
The judicial center consists of 98,400 square feet and includes
space for circuit and district courts, the office of circuit court clerk
and other services.
The Kentucky General Assembly authorized the Franklin County
Courthouse project in 2006 and approved its funding in 2008. The
total project cost was $29 million.
The new facility will be equipped with the latest computer, video
and networking technology.

House passes coal-counties scholarship bill
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -- Legislation aimed at expanding a
scholarship program for students in Kentucky's struggling coal
regions won overwhelming support in the state House on Monday.
The measure is seen as a way to help diversify the economy of
coal counties by increasing the number of their residents who
achieve four-year college degrees close to home.

"It's proven that if they stay at home and get their education,
they're mote likely to get that bachelor's degree and not drop out
of school," said Democratic Rep. Leslie Combs of Pikeville, a cosponsor of the bill. "Hopefully,they'll stay in your communities
and improve them.'
The bill sailed through the House on a 92-0 vote and now goes
to the Senate.
The proposal is one of House Speaker Greg Stumbo's top legislative priorities this year.
Under the bill, the scholarship recipients would,for the most
part, attend four-year college campuses in coal counties. The hope
is that they would pursue careers in the same region after graduation.

Lexington eflkials unveil Rupp renovation
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)- Rupp Arena will be modernized as
a stand-alone facility with a glass-and-steel appearance that state
and local officials promise will improve accessibility and comfort
for Kentucky basketball fans.
Lexington city officials on Monday revealed the long-awaited
redesign of the 38-year-old home of Wildcats men's basketball,'
with an estimated $310 million budget including $65 million in
state bonds. The project is expected to be completed by fall 2017.
The new design will separate Rapp from the adjoining convention center and replace its enclosed beige facade with windows,
which Mayor Jim Gray says will allow views from inside and
outside the building. It adds a center-hanging scoreboard and
chair backs throughout, a reconfiguration that university deputy
athletic director DeWayne Peevy says could include creation of
club suites to retain its capacity of 23,500.
As for Kentucky's input, Peevy said,"We're on board to the
point where we've spent a lot of time since the summer,to the
design phase to looking at a new lease agreement to trying to figure out what (Kentucky's)financial plan will be finalized. ... We
all have to come together to make this happen."
Naming rights will be determined, but Gray stressed that Rupp
will be included in the title of the project he believes will benefit
fans and the city.

BIN addresses liability in dog attacks
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- Landlords who live on their own
property would not be financially liable for a tenant's dog if it
attacks another person under a bill passed by the Kentucky
Senate.
Republican Sen. Chris Girdler of Somerset called the bill an
effort to reinforce personal responsibility and protect small-business owners.
Senate Democrats express concerns that public health services
like Medicaid would have to pay for medical costs in the event of
a dog bite. They offered an amendment requiring insurance coverage by either the landlord or tenant in the event of an attack.
The bill passed 29-8 Monday without the amendment. It now
moves to the House for consideration.
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VFW Post 6291 to meet
Special to the Ledger
Robert Garland, Murray, is
one of nearly 400 graduates who
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received a diploma at Harding
University's commencement
exercises Dec. 14, 2013.
Garland received a Bachelor of
Science in health and kinesiology. University President Bruce
D. McLarty presented the diplomas to the graduates.
Harding is the largest private
university in Arkansas with
6295 students. The University
also maintains campuses in
Australia, Chile, England,
France, Greece, Italy and
Zambia. For more information
visit www.harding.edu.
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VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday, Feb. 13 at 7 p.m., at the National
Guard Armory on KY 121 N. For more information call Flenoy Barrow at(270)978-1052.

Ladies Auxiliary to meet

Photo provided
THE WILSON FAMILY: Ryker, Logan and Jennifer Wilson will
present the program for New Beginnings Support Group
Saturday, Feb. 15 at Westside Baptist Church. A potluck meal
will be at 6:30 p.m., with the program to follow at 7 p.m. The
meeting will be in room 12 with parking in the rear of the building. The meetings are open to the public. For a ride or more
information call Ron or Linda Wright,(270) 753-0156.
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Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday,
Feb. 13 at 7 p.m., at the National Guard Armory on KY 121 N. An
informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30 p.m. For
more information call Loretta Barrow (270)489-2436.

MWC Alpha Department to meet.
The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Saturday, Feb. 15, at 9:30 a.m. Suzy Crook,of West KY Mentoring
and Partner Agencies, will speak on "Partners in Mentoring: Giving
to our Youth." All members are encouraged to attend.

Special Olympics rebate nite to be held
A rebate night to benefit the Special Olympics Western Kentucky
Polar Plunge will be at Mr. Gatti's Thursday, Feb. 13.

CCHS SBDM Council to meet

- 4P.M.
OPEW THURS.FRI.SAT.is MON.10
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Genealogical Club to meet
The Senior Citizens' Genealogical Club will
meet Friday, Feb. 14 at l2:30 p.m., in the
Senior Citizens' Center of the George Weaks
Datebook Center on Poplar Street. A working meeting is
Martha
planned. Citizens 60 years of age and over are
Finney Andrus, invited to attend. For more information call
Community
Janice Thornton (571) 309-5640.
editor
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The Site-Based Decision-Making Council of Calloway County
High School will meet Wednesday, Feb. 12 at 3:30 p.m., at the
Calloway County High School main office conference room:
Special to the Ledger
CCPL computer class offered
Murray Preschool/Head Start and Early Head Start will have regThe Calloway County Public Library is offering a free computer
istration for the 2014-15 school year on Friday, March 7. class on Thursday, Feb. 13. The class is on computer basics for
Registration will be at the Murray Board of Education, 208 S. 13th
beginners - Microsoft Excel advanced and will be from 12:30-2:30
Street and will be by appointment only.
p.m. Registration is required. Call (270) 753-2288 for more inforThe Preschool/Head Start program serves eligible three and four mation.
year old children. A limited number of tuition positions are available
Special Olympic sign-ups to be held
on a first-come, first-serve basis for children not otherwise eligible.
Sign-ups for the Special Olympics track and field will be
The Early Head Start program serves eligible pregnant women,
Thursday, Feb. 20 at 5:30 p.m., in the library of Murray Middle
infants and toddlers to age three.
Main Street. All interested athletes, unified partners
Early Head Start children are served at a center on the first floor School, 801
and volunteers are encouraged to attend. For more information conof Alexander Hall on the campus of Murray State University:
tact Laura Miller at (270) 293-9054 or email Laura.miller@murPreschool/Head Start children are at one of three sites: University
ray.kyschools.us.
Center of Alexander Hall, Willis Early Childhood Center or the
Ruby Simpson Child Development Center, all on the campus of
Housing Authority offers computer class
Murray State University.
The Computer Learning Center of the Housing Authority of
Transportation services for preschool children are provided withMurray is offering a free computer class on Internet Usage. Friday,
in the Murray school district only. Head Start staff will assist fami- Feb. 14 from 10 a.m. to noon. Pre-registration is required. Call
lies to understand and access transportation options in Order to par- (270) 753-2288 for more information.
ticipate in Head Start programs. Transportation services are not proBank relay team holding bake sale
vided for Early Head Start.
The Murray Bank is having its annual Valentine's Day bake sale
For more information and to make an appointment,call(270)809to raise money for Relay for Life. The north and main branches will
3262.
be selling baked goods from 9 a.m.to 6 p.m., on Friday, Feb. 14.
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MHS band rebate night to be held

Rebecca Radford Andrews announces
her candidacy for Calloway County PVA
in the 2014 May Democratic Primary
property.
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dedication to her work imprespraiser with over 200 hrs of.
petent in office management
sive. I am very supportive of
classroom training in
and appraisal practices as the
her attempts to run for PVA
appraisal methodology fttnn
PVA Office annually adminiswill be fully supportive of
and
the American Appraisal Institers over two billion dollars in
attempts
to succeed me.
her
for
applying
tute. She will be
taxable real estate and personal
certification as a Certified Ap-

Craig

A rebate night at Sirloin Stockade to benefit the Murray High
School band will be Wednesday. Feb. 12 from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. A
coupon is needed and can be obtained from any band or band
booster member.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla to meet
Vera Bradley special promotions are
going on- purchase the Mandy handbag
and turn lock wallet for only $79 for both,
that is a $40 savings. The Grand traveler
luggage and Grand cosmetic case can be
purchased for $120, saving $42.
These are in the fabulous new spring
colors. Clementine, which is a profusion
of pink, red and yellow in a free-spirited
watercolor. Citron is a bold floral in a yellow on a neutral background. A peek of.
chevron lining provides an appealing
contrast. Blue Bayou is blue on blue trend
created in true blues and fresh white with
inky black, which lends it's self to a tribal effect. Julip Tulip is a celebration of a
favorite sign of spring, the structural tulip
design features violet, magenta and
spring green. The lining is a stylized garden lattice of woven tonal stripes.
I took my Grand traveler this weekend
and the grand cosmetic bag. They are perfect for weekend trips. I also love the
curling iron holder - no waiting for it to
cool.
New tops from Nellie & Millie and
Tempo Paris have arrived.
These are so cute. More spring is on
the way.
Get ready for some wonderful handbags to be here soon, as well as some
beautiful hand crafted jewelry.
We have a lot of new lines this season.
You will love them.
Wonderful new styles in Lisette and
Lysse have arrived.
Don't let old man winter keep you
away - come in for our fall and winter
merchandise 60-75% off.
We have the perfect thing for
Valentines Day. Your special person
would love a gift card from D.K. Kelky
or start them a Brighton charm bracelet.
Valentine's is a great time to start your
Vera B. collections, especially with the
promotions going on.
Congratulations to Dana Alexander,
who won this week's giveaway.
Stay tuned to next week's fun and
fashion report...

VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2013

The Something For Everyone Store"
305 South 12Ib • Mum* KY • 753-7441
www.diduitley.com

Please support the...

The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
meet Thursday, Feb. 13 at 7 p.m., at the Caring and Sharing
Building behind and to the left of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Meetings are open to the public and interested boaters are invited to
attend. For more information call Sylvia Canon at (270) 753-4934
or Rob Sorg, Flotilla commander at (270) 226-5235.

Imagination Library rebate to be held
The Dolly Parton Imagination Library will have a rebate day at
the Big Apple Cafe Wednesday, Feb. 12 from 10 a.m. until closing.
A part of all food sales will go toward buying books for preschool
students in Calloway County.

Glorybound to meet Friday
Glorybound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday.
Feb. 14 at 7 p.m., at Goshen Family Fellowship Hall in Stella.
Special music guests will be Ken Glass and the group For Him. For
more information call Renee Taylor (270) 753-8124 or Pat Lea
(270) 227-8833.

4-H Geology club to meet
The 4-H Geology and Geo-caching club will meet Thursday, Feb.
13 at 3:30-4:45 p.m.,at the Extension office. Dr. Durwood Beatty is
the leader.

(Formerly Ann's Country Kitchen)

New Name — Same Great
Home Cooking!
Serving Murray-Calloway County's
Favorite Catfish Daily
Filets, Steaks & Fiddlers!
NEW EXPANDED MENU!

TI

318 Main St. • Hazel, KY •(270)492-8195
American
Rad Cross
Call,,N% a y C,runty Chapter

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 6-8 p.m.• Sun.6-2 p.m.
Owned & Operated by Scooter & Barb Paschall

Every Donation Brings Hope
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Special to the Ledger
The community heard a special evening program at the
Calloway
County
Public
Library highlighting
the
life of Andrew
Jackson Smith.
The program
was presented
by
Berry
Craig,
Professor
Emeritus of
History
at
West Kentucky Community and
Technical College. The program
was made possible through the
collaborative efforts of the Fort
Donelson National Battlefield,
the Calloway County Public
Library and the Kentucky
Humanities Council

Photo provided
Children line up to select and count small food items with spoons, scoops, and tongs. The
activity develops their dexterity with utensils and counting ability.

First 'Laker for Life' event held
Special to the Ledger
Calloway County schools held
the first "Laker for Life" night
on Tuesday, Jan. 28. This was a
special event to welcome children eligible to begin kindergarten for the next school year.
Families of 106 members of
the "Class of 2027" participated
in activities designed to prepare
children for kindergarten, Met

teachers and principals from all
three Calloway elementary
schools and had a free family
dinner. Faculty members from
the Calloway County preschools
offered advice to parents to help
them teach the skills recommended for children entering
school.
According to the website for
the Kentucky Governor's Office

of Early Childhood (http://kidsnow.ky.gov). "parents, as a
child's first and best teacher,
play the most important role in
giving their child the greatest
opportunity to succeed."
The next event for the
Calloway County Class of 2027
will be registration at the elementary schools on Tuesday.
March 18 from 5-7 p.m.

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University will
kick off its new Quality
Enhancement Plan (QEP) at a
Thursday. Feb. 13 event, The
Real World Market, in the
Curris Center Dance Lounge on
the campus of Murray State
University. The new QEP,
"Bring Learning to Life," focuses on improving experiential
learning opportunities for all
students. The Real World
Market will be from I I a.m. to 2
p.m.
The Real World Market
showcase event will feature free
f(xxi and the chance to meet students who have already gained
hands-on experiences through
study
abroad. internships,
research projects and more. The
goal of the event is to raise
awareness about the many experiential learning opportunities
Murray State offers. Students

will find help for applying to
internships and also for gaining
additional hands-on learning
opportunities.
What matters most to the
leaders of Murray State
University is not the steps students take across the stage at
graduation, but where. those
steps will lead them. "Bring
Learning to Life- brings focus
to all the experiences available
to students so that they can
apply the principles learned in
the classroom to real world settings. on campus and off.
"In order for students to benefit from experiential learning,
faculty must provide opportunities. 'Bring Learning to Life'
will allow the university to
increase the number of available
internships, fellowships and
hands-on classroom activities
while addressing barriers to student and faculty participation."

said Dr. Staci Stone, co-ordinator of Experiential Education.
In some classes, the university has already begun offering
students opportunities to test
their knowledge and skills in
realistic ways, before they land
a first job. Currently, students in
the Arthur J. Bauernfeind
College of Business are working
with actual clients in multiple
classes. Whether students are
constructing public relations
plans or selling advertisements,
they are working closely with
clients while prepping their own
portfolios.
MSU students are invited to
check out the free food, handson learning opportunities and
more information about volunteering and internships while
they learn how Murray State is
helping
students
"Bring
Learning to Life."

Items
needed for
Need Line Real World Market event at Murray State
pantry
Special to the Ledger
Need Line of Murray has
issued a new list of items needed to replenish the pantry for its
clients. The list includes mac
and cheese, pancake mix, pancake syrup, tuna, salmon,crackers, peanut butter, dry beans.
corn meal, hot cereal, eggs and
bread/buns. Personal hygiene
and cleaning supplies needed
are: dish liquid. shampoo, toilet
paper, and toothpaste. Also
needed are large brown paper
bags.
Need Line is located at 509 N.
8th Street and is open from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.. Monday through
Friday. Need Line is a United
Way Agency. For more irkformation call 753-6333.

Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital encourages you to
Love Your Heart in recognition
of American Heart Month in
February.
MCCH invites members of
the community to participate in
the free screenings offered for
individuals to know their numbers (cholesterol, blood pressure
and blood sugar), take action on
results not in the healthy range
and focus on keeping the heart
healthy.
Screenings will involve blood
drawn for lipid and blood sugar
which requires no food or drink
for 12 hours (water only), waist
circumference, body mass index
and blood pressure.
The free screening will take
place on Valentine's Day,

Friday, Feb. 14 from 7-9 a.m. in
the north tower lobby of
Murray-Calloway
Count!,
Hospital. Educational material
and information on nutrition
and heart health will also be
available. In addition to free
screenings and education, there
will be giveaways. health)
snacks and a door prize draw int/
for a free massage.
This free screening event is
another way for Murray Calloway County Hospital to
support American Heart Month
in an effort to increase awareness in our region. To learn
more about the event, call the
Count)
Murray-Calloway
Hospital Marketing Depatment
at(270)762-1381 or email marketing@murrayhospital.org
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THROUGH ALL KINDS OF WEATHER,
YOUR FRIENDS AT HERITAGE
BANK ARE HERE FOR YOU!

e Flotilla will
, and Sharing
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!70) 753-4934
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I meet Friday.
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I4 or Pat Lea

fhursday, Feb.
Nood Beatty is

FREE
GOLD TOWELS

You never know what the weather may bring. So it's
good to be prepared. It's also a good idea to prepare for
your financial future. Heritage Bank is here to help.
Open a Free Checking or Free Business Checking
account* and get this helpful weather radio/flashlightfree as our gift to you.
And if you're already a customer, refer a friend and you both get a free gift!
NOAA Weather & APA/FM Radio. LED Flashlight and Lantern.
Emergency Siren. Built in speaker Audio Input
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GoR ACERS

COM

'Requires a $100 minimum deposit to open account. One gift per account opened
Available while supplies last. Gift provided at account opening. Offer and gift are for
idasaa•linte sway and are *object to change without notice. I MIOACER roic
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PREP GIRLS BASKETBALL:
GALLOWAY CO. 58, CARLISLE CO. 22

Calloway Co
Groves Co 8C
Hickman Co !
Merahall Co
McCracken C<

Welcome back

Calloway Co !
FuNon Co 48,
Marshall Co 5
Paducah TlIgh
Christian %
St Mary 47 14

LADY LAKERS
WIN BIG,
SIMMONS
RETURNS'FROM
INJURY

La-Martin at S

SIU-Edwardsv
Eastern Illtnott.
Morehead St
Eastern Kantu
7 p.m,
Tennessee Sc

EAST'SI

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sports Writer

d-Indiana

With her left knee carefully
wrapped and braced, Calloway
County's Summer Simmons
returned to action Tuesday night
against Carlisle County.
Sidelined with a diagnosed
knee strain for nearly two
weeks,Simmons picked up right
where she left off. The
senior/forward guard averaging
nearly 16 points per game hit the
first shot of the contest - a corED MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
ner three - and finished with a
Wagner
fires
a jump pass Tuesday
Laker
guard
Connor
game-high 16 points on 70 pernight against Carlisle County. Wagner finished with 15
cent shooting.
"When she comes to me,looks points In 17 minutes of action.
me in the eye and says 'Coach,
I'm ready to play,' 1 can't sit
there and fault that," head coach
Scott Sivills said of the effort.
"She's a competitor and that's
the way I was.
"She was antsy four or five
days ago and we wouldn't let
her
The Lady Lakers (13-10)
would run away with a 58-22
win over the Lady Comets, but
most importantly, it was the
an inside presence against
return of Calloway County's
Calloway's bigs. Paxton Crider
"lead anchor" headed into the
had II points and Ethan
final chapter of the season.
Witherspoon had 10, while the
"It's always just a blessing to
surehanded Noah
normally
see her be able to play again,"
Norsworthy
was held in check
head coach Scott Sivills said. "1
with nine points, Wagner drapknow it's a blessing for her and
ing him for most of the game.
her family, our team and our
The Lakers jumped out of the
school. She means so much to
By EDWARD MARLOWE
gate
to a quick 11-5 lead when
us, not only on the floor, but off
Sports Writer
Arnett putback one of his seven
the floor with the way she caroffensive rebounds of the night
ries herself.
Five Lakers took turns scoring for a bucket. Calloway was up
"She's a true role model for
Tuesday night en route to an 82- 22-13 after the first quarter, as
our school, but just to see her
40
win over the Carlisle County Hunter Smith hit a jumper for
relaxed and not pushing the
Comets
Tuesday night.
his only basket of the night.
issue...sometimes when you've
just
the
type
of
offense
It
was
Calloway then erupted for
been out a couple of weeks,
ED MARLOWE Ledger & Times
sometimes a player will come head coach Bruce Lane was back-to-back 28-point quarters
Calloway County's Summer Simmons slices through two Lady Comet defenders as she
in the second and third frames,
out and play too quick. She looking for out of his bunch.
scores two of her game high 16 points. The Lady Lakers downed Carlisle for their 13th
"I thought we were really effi- stretching what was a nine-point
•See LADY LAKERS,9A
cient," Lane said."The plan was lead before the break into a 78win of the season.
for our guards to try and get in 33 lead headed into the final
the lane, especially Connor stanza, aided by a 21-9 run late
(Wagner) and Parker (Adams), into the third quarter.
and rise up and take easy shots
Wagner and Arnett started the
and then get the ball into Mike scoring frenzy With quick bas(Arnett), Skyler (Hunter) and kets to make it 54-21 before
Hunter hit back-to-back threes
Tristan (Crady)."
with
a
1.27
the
Japan
Tanaka
was
24-0
Tanaka
charted
contract
and
lion,
seven-year
RONALD BLUM
His squad obliged - Wagner from the top of the key. Arnett
stopped in New York for a news Airlines plane, which seats ERA last year, leading the
AP Sports Writer
conference at Yankee Stadium about 200, at what was reported Rakuten Golden Eagles to the finished with 15 points, Adams then grabbed back-to-back
putbacks before
dropped 13, Arnett (17 points, offensive
NEW YORK (AP) — en route to the team's spring to be a cost of about $200,000 Japan Series title.
Adams
used
a personal 7-0 run,
14
rebounds)
and
Crady
(12
include
five
Masahiro Tanaka was intro- training complex in Tampa, for a flight said to
"I've heard that this place can
including a strong and-1,to send
collected
points.
10
rebounds)
poodle
Haru.
passengers
and
his
start
this
where
workouts
on
Fla.,
Yankees
the
duced by
be very harsh to you at times," double-doubles and Hunter hit the starters to their seats.
Yankees spokesman Jason
Tuesday after chartering a weekend.
he said through a translator. "I four three pointers on his way to
"I've seen (Carlisle) play two
was
the
team's
Zillo
said
it
his
No.
19
jerTanaka
put
on
his
Boeing 787 Dreamliner for
or three times this year and
sey and, speaking in English. most-attended news conference just wanted to put myself in this 16 points.
trip from Tokyo to New York.
Outrebounded 49-25, Carlisle they've played people really
The 25-year-old right-hander said "I'm very happy to be a since Hideki Matsui was intro- environment and see where I
•See LAKERS,9A
could get to with my ability."
County couldn't muster much of
duced before the 2003 season.
agreed Jan. 22 to a $155 mil- Yankee."

CCHS handles
Carlisle in 42
point blow out

FIVE LAKERS
SCORE
DOUBLE-DIGITS
IN VICTORY

MLB

After chartering 787,Tanaka introduced by Yanks

BEREA. Ohio (AP) — The
Browns fired their coach after
one season. Now they're
sweeping out their front office.
Haslam
Owner Jimmy
announced Tuesday that CEO
Joe Banner will step down in
the next two months and general manager Michael Lombardi
is leaving the team.
"Mike and Joe have left us
in good position in terms of
free agency and cap space as
well as this year's draft, where
we have 10 overall picks and
three of the first 35," Haslam
said at a news conference.

It's yet another stunning
development for a franchise
that has undergone nearly constant change in the past 15
years.
Haslam also said assistant
GM Ray Farmer, who was pursued by Miami to be the
Dolphins' GM this winter, has
been promoted and will immediately take the over the team's
football operations and lead the
Browns during free agency and
draft. Cleveland has two firstround picks in May's draft and
is well under the salary cap to
spend on free agents.

Haslam added that president
Alec Scheiner will keep his
current role.
"Alec Scheiner will run our
business side and remain as
president, Mike Pettine will be
our head coach and Ray Farmer
will be our GM." Haslam said.
"We will not have a CEO and
those three people will report
directly to me." /
The shake-up comes one
month after the Browns finally
hired coach Mike Pettine.
Banner and Flaslam had fired
coach Rob Chudzinski after a
4-12 season, the team's sixth

straight with at least 11 losses.
Wisconsin said Tuesday that
coach Gary Andersen was contacted by the Cleveland
Browns for their coaching
vacancy but decided not to pursue the position following a
conversation with the NFL
team, which spent 25 days to
hire Pettine.
"Mike will have final say on
the 45-man roster— who plays
on Sundays — and Ray will
have final say on the 53-player
roster," Haslam said.
Banner, who previously
worked in Philadelphia, was

hired by Haslam to run the
team shortly after his ownership was approved by the
league in 2012.
"We appreciate Joe's contributions to the Cleveland
Browns, especially in helping
us as new owners," Haslam
said in a release. "He was committed to creating a successful
organization and bringing in
talented individuals. We thank
him for his work and dedication. We wish him and his family the best."
Banner will transition out of
his job over the next two

months.
"It is bittersweet leaving the
Browns organization." Banner
said. "I have thoroughly
enjoyed working with Jimmy
Haslam and helping him set the
infrastructure for this franchise. I am proud of the talented individuals we brought in to
help lead this team and feel that
the Cleveland Browns are in
good hands moving forward."
Lombardi's departure ends a
curious second stint, with the
team.
•See Browns, 9A

d-Toronto
Chicago
Atlanta
Washington
Brooklyn
Charlotte
Detroit
New York
Cleveland
Boston
Orlando
Philadelphia
Milwaukee
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d-Oklahoma C
d-San Antonio
Portland
d-L A Clipperl
Houston
Golden State
Phoenix
Dallas
Memphis
Denver
Minnesota
New Orleans
LA Lakers
Utah
Sacramento

Indiana 119, C
Toronto 108 t
Detroit 109, Si
Houston 107,
Boston 102, N
Golden State

Cleveland 109
Charlotte 114
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Calloway Co 82, Carts* Co 40
Graves Co 80. Ballard Memons 62
Hickman Co 55, Fulton Co 36
Marshall Co 75, Livingston Central 52
McCracken Co 69, St Mary 67
Prep GIrre
Baakelbell
Tuesday
Calloway Co 58, Carlisle Co 23
48,
Fulton Co.
Hickman Co 35
MarshaN Co 55, Livingston Central 17
Paducah Tilghman 74, Cornmuney
Christlen 58
St Mary 47. McCracken Co 44
OVC
Baelietbetl
Today
UT-Martin at SEMO,8 p m
Thursday
SIU-Edwardsville at Murray St, 7 pm
Eastern Illinois at Austin Peay. 7 pm
Morehead St at JacksomnIle St 7 p m
Eastern Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
7 p.m.
Tennessee St at Belmont, 8p m
NSA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W
L Pct GB
d-Indiana
40 11 784
—
36 14 720 35I
d-Tororito
27 24 529
13
Chicago
26 25 510
14
Atlanta
25 25 500 1454
Washington
25 26 490
15
Brooklyn
23 26 469
16
Charlotte
23 29 442 17/
1
2
Detrod
22 29.431
18
20 31 392
Neri York
20
Cleveland
19 33 365 211
/
2
Boston
19 34 358
22
Orlando
16 37 302
25
Philadelphia
15 38 283
26
Milwaukee
9 42 176
31
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•Lady Lakers...
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WESTERN CONFERENCE
W
L Pet GB
d-Okiahoma City
42 12 778
—
37 15 712
4
d-San Antonio
36 16 692
Portland
5
d-L A Clippers
36 18 667
6
Houston
35 17 673
6
Golden State
31 21 596
10
Phoenix
30 21 588 1092
Dallas
31 22 585 10/
1
2
Memphis
28 23 549 12/
1
2
24 26 480
Denver
16
Minnesota
24 28 462
17
New Orleans
22 29 431 18/
1
2
LA Lakers
18 33 353 22/
1
2
17 33 340
Utah
23
17 35 327
Sacramento
24

PI,flit j• '

Clacago 100, Atlanta 65
Memphis 92.
89
Miami 103 Phoenix 97
Oklahoma City 96, Portland 95
Today
Memphis at Ortando, 7 p.m.
Dallas at Inchana. 7 pm
Atlanta at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Charlotte at Brooidyn. 7•30 p m
San Antonio at Boston, 7:30 p m.
Cleveland at Detroit. 7.30 pm
Sacramento at New York, 7.30 p.m.
Denver at Minnesota, 8 pm
Washington at Houston, S p m
New Orleans at Milwaukee_ 8pm.
Phiadelpha at Utah, 9 p.m.
Miami at Golden State, 1010 p.m.
Portland at L A Clippers, 10:30 p.m.
Thursday
Brooklyn at Chicago. 8p m
Oklahoma City at L A Lakers, 10.30
pm
NHL
EA STERN CONFERENCE
GP W L
Pittsburgh
58 40 15
Boston
57 37 16
Tampa Bay
58 33 20
N Y Rangers
59 32 24
Montreal
59 32 21
Philadeiphia
59 30 23
Toronto
60 32 22
Detroit
58 26 20
58 29 24
Columbus
Ottawa
,59 26 22
Washington
59 27 23
Carolina
57 26 22
New Jersey
59 24 22
N Y Islanders
60 2230
Florida
58 22 29
Buffalo
57 15 34
WESTERN CONFERENCE
GP W L
60 41 14
57 39 12
60 35 11
59 37 16
58 37 16
59 31 22
59 31 21
58 27 21
58 27 21
60 27 24
60 28 26
59 25 24
58 22 29
60 20 33

Anaheim
St Louis
Chicago
San Jose
Colorado
Los Angeles
Minnesota
Dallas
Phoenix
Vancouver
Winnipeg
Nashville
Calgary
Edmonton

Monday
Indiana 119, Denver 80
Toronto 106, New Orleans 101
Detroit 109, San Antonio 100
Houston 107, Minnesota 89
Boston 102, Milwaukee 86
Golden State 123, Philadelphia 80
Tuesday
Cleveland 109, sacrament° 99
Charlotte 114, Dallas 89

The MHS Football Banquet was held Jan. 16 at Murray
High School. The Team honored Brad Barnett with the
"12th Man Award" for his commitment and Inspiration to
the team throughout the season

Senior award winners (Cheerleaders pictured) Katie
Blerbaum, Brittany Burress, Kaylee Capps, Chaney
Curd and AID Hardin. (Players pictured) John David
Benton, Jacob Baron, Dylan Boone, Steven Higgins,
James Holland, Ryan Humphrey, Kendrlc Lee, Will
Langford, Jacob Mayes, Schafer Putz, Dylan Upchurch
and Alex Wilson.
OT
5
6
14
6
5
6
7
10
10
9
6
10
7
7

"['his may rally us - this may
From Page SA
make us better," Sivills said.
out and play too quick She
-Having (Simmons) out for
played very well and within
two weeks made us play some
herself."
other kids like Ashlyn Stalls
The Lady Lakers responded
and Alicia Hornbuckle more
well with Simmons back in the
Our bench may be bigger
lineup, racing out to a 19-4
now - we're not afraid to put
lead in the first minutes.
in Alicia anytime or Ashlyn
Simmons accounted for nine
because Ashlyn has started the
of the 19 points during the last four games.
opening quarter run.
-This was just a complete
Defensively, Calloway held team effort."
the Lady Comets to just six
Behind seven rebounds from
made field goals on the night, Potts and six rebounds from
forcing Carlisle to either draw Darien Maness, the Lady
the foul or hope for an offen- Lakers held a big 41-27
sive rebound and putback to rebounding edge over the Lady
fall into their hands.
Comets, including 27 defenHeaven Hooper led the Lady sive rebounds alone.
Comets with six points and six
Next up for the Lady Lakers
rebounds.
is a chance for redemption
Along with Simmons' 16, against the Lady Marshals in
Alicia Hombuckle finished a Benton, and Sivills knows a
perfect night from the field district win on the road could
with seven points, Bailey shake things up come tournaBrown had eight points, and ment time.
Danielle Potts and Kelsey
"There's been,a lot of teams
Douglas each finished with six that have been able to figure it
points before Sivills pulled his out tivo weeks before tournastarters in the middle of the ment time and start rolling," he
third quarter up 51-16.
said."We're going to be a danSivills noted the strong play gerous team from here on out,
from his bench - something he and it's going to be a matter of
has had to rely on more than how bad you want to get to the
usual over the last few weeks. CFSB Center."

•Lakers...
From Page 8A
good,- Lane said. -They beat
Mayfield, Murray beat them
on a last-second shot, but I didn't envision what happened
tonight really happening. I
really thought our size really
helped us at every position,
with Parker at 6'4" and
Connor at 62", respectively,
and I really think we just got
our looks tonight and got in a
rhythm.
"We're a rhythm team, and

when we shoot 30-for-49 from
two-point range, we really play
well by getting the ball in and
win the battle in the paint
which is what we try to do
every night."
After a freeze-out limited
their playing time last week,
Calloway closes the season on
a three-game stretch with
games at Marshall before playing host to Ohio County and
Paducah Tilghman to end the
regular slate.

Will Langford (best offensive lineman), Dante Darcus
(best defensive lineman), Jacob Mayes (best linebacker),
Dylan Bodne (best defensive back, beet dffensive back
and academic deollence award), Jacob Baron (academic
excellence award), Schafer Putz (best special teams player), and Kevin Wann (scout team player of the year).

•Browns...
From Page 8A
His hiring was widely
panned by some Cleveland
media members and many fans
because of his time with coach
Bill Belichick when he was
Cleveland's coach. Lornbardi
kept a low profile over the past
year in Cleveland and was not
in attendance at any major
news conferences.
"We're also grateful for
Mike Lombardi's efforts and
commitment since rejoining
our organization," Haslam said.
"He is an experienced and creative NFL executive with a
unique ability to see the big
picture. He has tremendous
instincts and I know he'll be a
valuable addition to any NFL
organization. We simply wanted to give Ray this opportunity
that he's earned. We wanted to
move forward under his leadership and capabilities."
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Racers chasing OVC title hopes
SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT T1MEMESULT
11-8
at Arkansas
L99-65
11-13 SAINT LOUIS
L, 82-58
11-16 CENT. ARK
W,100-93
11-22 vs. UC Davis
L.80-75
11-23 vs. Portland St.
L, 77-74
11-24 vs. Loyola Chicago L, 73-72
11-26 at Oregon Stale L. 101-81
12-2
TEXAS-PAN AM. W,55-49
12-7
CENTRAL MICH. L, 65-64
12-14 at IPFW
L, 95-75
12-16 at Chicago State L,81-64
12-23 at S. Illinois
L, 74-57
12-29 R'4-SPRING.
W, 102-78
1-2
MOREHEAD ST. L, 70-63
1-4
E. KENTUCKY* W,85-79
1-9
at J'Ville State'
L, 61-52
1-11
at Tenn. Tech'
L, 64-63
1-16
AUSTIN PEAY• W, 71-87
1-18
MURRAY STATE' W,67-60
1-23
at SEMO•
L, 82-78
1-29
CROW. RIDGE
W, 77-48
2-1
at E. Illinois*
L, 76-70
2-6
SEMO*
W,93-88(01)
2-8
UT-MARTIN'
W,84-78
2-13
at Murray State'
7:00
2-15
at Austin Peay'
7:30
2-20
at Tennessee St.'
7:00
2-26
BELMONT*
7:00
3-1
EASTERN ILLINOIS' 7:00
* -Designates Ohio Valley
Conference Game

OVC(Overall)
School
Murray State
9-2 (14-9)
SIU-Edwardsville
6-5 (10-15)
6-6 (9-15)
Eastern Illinois
4-6 (10-14)
Austir) Peay
SE Missouri State 4-7 (13-12)
2-9 (7-19)
UT-Martin
East
OVC(Overall)
School
Belmont
10-2(19-8)
Eastern Kentucky 7-3 (16-9)
7-4 (17-8)
Morehead State
Jacksonville State 5-5 (12-13)
4-7 (10-16)
Tennessee Tech
2-10 (3-23)
Tennessee State
Today
UT-Martin at Southeast Missouri State, 6
p.m.

Thursday
SIU-Echirardsville at Murray State, 7 p.m.
Eastern Illinois at Austin Peay, 7 p.m.
Morehead State at Jacksonville State, 7
p.m.
Eastern Kentucky at Tennessee Tech,
7:30 p.m
Tennessee State at Belmont. 8 p.m.

MSU TRAILS
BELMONT BY A
HALF GAME,SET
TO HOST SIU-E
In a season riddled with firsts,
Steve Prohm added another
Monday afternoon.
With his Racers a half-game
behind Belmont for the Ohio
Valley Conference's top record,
Prohm decided to show his guys
just how close they were to a
regular season league championship, breaking down the conference standings before practice.
showed our guys the standings for the first time," Prohm
said Tuesday at his weekly press
conference, "where have a realistic chance of winning a conference championships this year.
Whether it's an outright championship or a co-championship, we
have a chance to play for a conference championship.
"I don't know if our guys —
its so new — I wanted to make
sure they had a vision of that
right.now, going into these last
three weeks. Maybe they can get
their focus a little bit better, their
attention to detail a little bit better."
Murray State is first in the
OVC West with a 9-2 record,
while Belmont leads the East at
10-2. The Bruins defeated the
Racers 99-96 last Thursday in
Nashville, but only have four
conference games remaining to
the Racers' five.
If Murray State wins out,
Prohm's Racers are guaranteed
at least a share of the league's
regular season title — and with
another Belmont loss — could
still win the league outright.
The MSU head coach,now in
his third season, says one thing
he's learned early in his tenure is
the value of a league title —
regardless of how it's won and
who it's shared with.

UNE
DATE OPPONENT
11-2 HARDEMAN (exh.)W,95-68
L, 77-74
at Valparaiso
11-8
W,97-89
11-12 BRESCIA
11-15 at Old Dominion L, 70-60
W. 91-84
11-19 BETHEL
L, 75-67
11-23 at Auburn
L80-62
11-26 MIDDLE TENN
L., 89-84
11-30 at St. Mary's
EVANSVILLE
W,65-63
12-4
W,73-89
LIPSCOMB
12-7
W,73-85
12-17 SIU
L, 71-64
12-21 at Western Ky.
L, 72-51
12-29 at Dayton
W,82-75
SEMO"
1-2
UT-MARTIN'
W,91-77
1-5
W, 77-64
1-8
at Eastern Ky."
AUSTIN PEW
W,89-67
1,11
1-16
at Eastern Illinois' W. 70-86
L, 67-60
1-18
at SIU-E'ville*
W. 92-53
TENN. TECH'
1-23
JVILLE STATE' W, 73-65
1-25
1-31
at Austin Peay* W, 96-88
L. 99-96
at Belmont'
2-6
at Tennessee St.' W, 73-65
2-8
2-13
SIU-EVILLE•
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
E. ILLINOIS
2-15
MOREHEAD ST.' 7 p.m.
2-22
7 p.m.
at UT-Martin'
2-27
5:30 p.m.
3-1
at SEMO*
• -Designates Ohio Valley
Conference Game
TAB BROCKMAN / For the Ledger

Murray State's Jarvis Williams dunks the basketball Saturday at Tennessee State while
Tiger players Kennedy Eubanks(40)and Patrick Miller watch one. The Racers beat TSU
73-65 and will host SIU-EdwardsvIlle to open up a three-game home stand Thursday.
"I was talking to my buddy
who won the Big East two years
ago, maybe it was last year, and
they had four teams tie for it,"
Prohm said. "The Big Ten a couple of years ago had four teams
tie for it. It really doesn't matter,
anytime you can win a conference championship and go
through the long haul, that's
tough to do.
"It would be awesome if we
could do that, especially for
where this group has come
from."
•
After three-straight road
games to wrap up January and
open February, the Racers open
their final home stand of the season Thursday against SIUEdwardsville.
The Cougars handed Murray
State it's first conference loss of
the season 67-60 back on Jan. 18
in Edwardsville, and Prohm said

there's plenty of areas his club can't.
SIU-Edwardsville shot 50
can improve in if they want to
avoid a similar result this week. percent from the floor in the two
"We have to guard better than team's last meeting, something
we did the first time," he said. Prohm said obviously can't hap"Post defense was not very good, pen Thursday at the CFSB
we were dead behind in the post Center.
a lot. Our ball pressure wasn't
The Cougars are led by
terrific, we weren't able to guard Donivine Stewart, who is averthe basketball and keep the ball aging 13.5 points per game in
out of the paint and our ball conference play. Senior Kris
screen defense wasn't very good. Davis is shooting 50.0 percent
"So first and foremost, we from 3-point range and Keaton
have to limit them from getting Jackson has developed into one
easy shots."
of the better scoring big men in
Prohm
said
SI U- the league at 10.5 points per
Edwardsville's biggest strength game.
"We have to be really locked
offensively is it's ability to
stretch the floor with three or in to our man," Prohm said. "We
four shooters at a time. So have to chase people off screens
instead of scouting SIU-E and and we have to have great pall
telling his team which Cougars pressure, take away vision and
can shoot the basketball, Prohm we can't be late on closeouts.
"Edwardsville makes it tough
has actually found it easier to
only tell his guys which players on you, though."

Class

Pos. Name
G
F
F
G
F
G
G
G
G
F
F
F

Cameron Payne
Jonathan Fairell
Jarvis Williams
C.J. Ford
Tyler Rambo
Jeff Martin
T.J. Sapp
Dexter Fields
Justin Seymour
Jeffery Moss
Terron Gilmore
Zay Henderson

Fr,
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.
So.

STATISTICS
Pt. Rob MtTO 81St
Player
PAYNE, Cam
15.4 3.6 130 73 19 37
14.1 3.1 22 31 7 21
SAPP. T.J.
WILLIAMS, Jarvis 14.0 10.5 16 51 34 13
MOSS, Jeffery
12.6 3.4 46 27 7 10
FIELDS, Dexter 9.7 2.7 37 28 4 16
FAIRELL,Javilhan 6.6 6.5 10 41 16 8
RAMBO, Tyler
5.6 2.0 17 18 5 9
FORD, C.J.
2.3 1.0 20 11 0 6
GILMORE, Terron 0.9 1.3 1 7 3 5
HENDERSON,Zay 0.6 0.7 1 3 1 1
MARTIN JR., Jell 04 0.2 1 2 0 0

GO RACERS!
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Good Luck Racers!
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Screenings
cover bone
fracture,
stroke risk

TIME

(exti )W,95-68

L, 77-74
W, 97-69
on L, 70-60
W, 91-64
L, 75-67
N
L,80-62
L, 89-64
W. 65-63
W. 73-69
W, 73-65
L71-64
L, 72-51
W, 82-75
W. 91-77
W,77-64
Y
W, 89-67
rios W. 70-66
L, 67-60
W,92-53
'E
W. 73-65
y' W, 96-88
L, 99-96
W, 73-65
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
ST •
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
5 30 p.m.
tIley

Class

Fr
Jr
Jr
So
So
Fr
Jr
Sr
So
So
So
So

ICS

eb Art TO BI S4
.6 130 73 19 37
3.1 22 31 7 21
05 16 51 34 13
3.4 46 27 7 10
17 37 28 4 16
1510 41 16 8
!.0 17 18 5 9
.0 20 11 0 6
1.3 1 7 3 5
3.7 1 3 1 1
3,2 1 2 0 0

Photo courtesy c4 James Caidwell

Pictured is Angie Ghyers with her children on the route recently at the fifth annual Scrub Run in Paris, Tenn.

Fun tune had by all
at HCMC Scrub Run
Special to the Ledger
who ran showed up today and
PARIS,Tenn. — The Paris and registered."
Healthcare
Henry County
We would like to thank the
Foundation held another success City of Paris Police Department
Scrub 5K Run and I Mile Fun for helping control traffic for the
Walk on Saturday, February 1, duration of the event. Thanks,to
in conjunction with the Paris and
Tony Lawrence and the Parks
Henry County Chamber of and Recreation Department as
Commerce Healthy Henry well as the City of Paris for proCounty Healthcare Expo.
viding services, too.
It was the perfect day for a run
Overall winners were as foland approximately 60 runners lows:
and walkers came out this year
• 1 Mile Fun Walk Winners:
to participate. This is down Female, Katelyn Napier: Male,
from last year, but spirits were Terry Murphy.
high for all participants. The
• 5K Run Winners: Overall
Buckners of Murray, KY even Male, Gideon Gielis, 20:28;
came out to participate in their Overall Female, Criscilla
first 5K run together and cele- 22:44; Overall Male Masters,
brate Joseph Buckner's birthday. Rick Horinchi, 21:15; Overall
"Though turnout was lower Female Masters, Sherry Smith,
than last year, I think everyone 25:56.
"We want to thank all our
had a great day of running or
walking for a great cause," said sponsors and participants for
Tory Daughrity, Director of today's events," said Daughrity.
Marketing for Henry County "I heard many stones of personMedical Censer and a runner al records today and we
herself. "I think the uncertainty proud we were able to be a
of the weather has really played of it."
a part here because half of those

Spools! to The Ledger
Residents living inland around
the Murray cdhununity can be
screened to reduce their risk of
having a stroke or bone fracture.
Memorial Baptist Church will
host Life Line Screening on Feb.
26 at the chuch, 906 Main St.
The screenings are presented by
Baptist Health Paducah.
Beverly Reed of Benton
attended a Life Line Screening
and said, "I want to thank you
for saving my life."
There are four key points to
know about strokes.
• Stroke is the third leading
cause of death and a leading
cause of permanent disability.
• Eighty percent of stroke victims had no apparent warning
signs prior to their stroke.
• Preventative ultrasound
screenings can help people
avoid a stroke.
• Screenings are fast, noninvasive, painless, affordable and
convenient.
Screenings identify potential
cardiovascular conditions such
as blocked arteries and irregular
heart rhythm, abdominal aortic
aneurysms and hardening of the
arteries in the legs. A bone density screening to assess osteoporosis risk is also offered.
Packages start at $149; all five
screenings take 60 to 90 minutes
to complete. For more information regarding the screenings or
to schedule an appointment, call
1-877-237-1287 or visit online
at wwwlifelinescreening.com.
Pre-registration is required.

File Photo

Laura Medley of Cadiz, left, watches LPN Jessica Mohler take her blood pressure during last
year's Wear Red Day free screening event at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Friday, MCCH
will host a Love Your Heart activity, which is based on the same theme as Wear Red.

Special be the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital encourages
area residents to "Love Your Heart" in recognition
of American Heart Month in February.
MCCH invites members of the community to
participate in the free screenings offered for individuals to know their numbers (cholesterol, blood
pressure, and blood sugar), take action on results
not in the healthy range, and focus on keeping the
heart healthy. The Love Your Heart free Health
Screening Event gives visitors a chance to take
advantage of the following free screenings: blood
draw for Lipid & Blood Sugar which requires no
food or drink for 12 hours (water only), Waist
Circumference, Body Mass Index, and Blood
Pressure.

The free screenings will be offered on
Valentine's Day, this Friday from 7-9 a.m., in the
North Tower Lobby of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital (across from Murray Middle School football field). Educational material and information
on nutrition and heart health will also be available.
In addition to screenings and education there
will be giveaways, healthy snacks, and a door
prize drawing for a free massage.
This free screening event is another way
Murray-Calloway County Hospital supports
American Heart Month in an effort to increase
awareness in our region.
To learn more about the event please call the
MCCH Marketing Dept. at 762-1381 or email
marketing kr)murray hospital.org .

BHP has SEC Tournament tickets up for bid
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. — Baptist
Health Foundation Paducah is offering a chance to bid on "suite seats"
for Mardi Madness with proceeds
benefiting the hospital's Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit.
Up for bid are four ticket booklets
to the Southeastern Conference
Tournament at the Georgia Dome in
Atlanta, March 12-16. The tickets
are for VIP Luxury Suite reserved
seats with private restroolin and

comfortable chairs. The suites may
be viewed online at www.domeatlanta.com.
The minimum bid is $500 per
ticket, but bids must be for two or
four tickets. Valid bid e-mails must
contain your name, mailing address,
phone number and exact bid amount
per ticket. The tickets will go to the
highest dollar combination. If interested in this "suite" deal,e-mail your
to
bid
foundationpaducah@bhsi.com by

Feb. 22.
Proceeds will benefit the region's
only N1CU, which cares for babies
who are at least 28 weeks, providing
expert care close to home.
"We appreciate the community's
support of the NICU," said neonatologist Edward O'Neill, MD."We
are pleased to provide a service that
keeps families close to their home,"
For information about donating to
the NICU, phone the foundation
2705752871.
noon

Lee comes to Mercy Medical
as new cardiothoracic surgeon

IP

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14 FROM 7AM - 9AM
MCCH NORTH TOWER LOBBY
FREE SCREENINGS. HEALTHY SNACKS- AND MORE!
11N ST.
IN, KY
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Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. — Mercy Medical Associates. Lourdes'
employed/owned physician practice, announces the arrival of
Robert B. Lee, MD to the medical staff.
"I was attracted to Lourdes because they continue to care for the
patient as a person providing the necessary state of the art health
care while fulfilling their spiritual and emotional needs," says
Robert B. Lee, MD."People with heart disease need comfort and
assurance that their .heart problems are fixable."
He graduated from the University of Mississippi School of
Medicine. Dr. Lee comes to Lourdes from Maury Regional Medical
Center in Columbia, Missouri, where he was the Chief of
Cardiothoracic Surgery.
"People with lung cancer need honesty and compassion. They
need a spirit-led physician who can calm the fears of a person facing cancer," added Dr. Lee. "Having trained at one of the nation's
leading Cancer Centers, M.D. Anderson Cancer Treatment Center in
Houston, I have the surgical expertise to provide physical relief and

faith to meet spiritual needs."
He joins the practice of Mercy Regional Heart and Lung Surgery
with Dr. James O'Rourke. His Office is located at 1532 Lone Oak
Road,Suite 445 in the Lourdes Marshall Nemer Pavilion. For more
information, call 270-538-5830.
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Fasting Lipids & Blood Sugar by the Wellness Works program
no food or drink, except water, for 12 hours

Waist Circumference & Body Mass Index by MCCH Nutrition Department
:mcl Pressure by Home Health

Healthy Hearts:
Avoid the Dangers of Stress Eating
Lam toimp your heart healihyl Mend this We eckiaalcnal
salon esteem how wing tocqsa vah stress can negmewly
alle3you-health
Friday, February 14
sotoan - St.30am
PACOi Centerfor Health Si Weilnees
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For nearly three generations,
Murray Woman's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentucky and
northwest Tennessee,
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marketing murrayhospital.org.
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"When experience counts,
count on our lifetimes of experience"

753-9300

Board Certified ()B/GYN Physicians
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Births reported included a
daughter to Mr. and Mrs. John
Todd, Jan. 17; America Hermosa
Eldridge, Feb. 2; and a boy to
Jeffery Mance11 and Misty D
Wolfe,Jan. 31.
Winners of Briggs & Stratton
push mowers at the Home,Lawn
and Garden Show Feb. 6-8 were
Tiffany
Thomas,
Phyliss
Doughty and Elliot Lyon.
Kathy Elliott, grants coordinator for the Ronald McDonald
House Charities, presented an
award of $4,000 to the Murray
Civic Music Association to support children's programming in
Calloway County. Jan Wilson
was children's programs coordinator for the MCMA.
Jason Howell was to relocate
his law practice to the historic
Diuguid House, formerly a bed
and breakfast owned by George
and Karen Chapman.
Twenty years ago
Pictured at the American Heart
Association Celebrity Waiter
Dinner were Steve Rich, Roger
Reichmuth, Max Parker and Bill
Cherry.
Sarah Richter, of Murray, a
freshman biology major at
Murray State University, presented an academic paper at the
Honors
Program
Kentucky
Round Table, held at the
University of Louisville Jan. 2829.
Births reported included a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Rex Mason, Jan.
24, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Randy Miller, Jan. 24.
Joey Barrett was pictured
removing ice and snow from the
sidewalk of a local restaurant
Thursday afternoon. Freezing
rain returned Thursday night into
Friday morning.
Thirty years ago
Kathleen C. "Katie" Outland
was honored at a dinner at

Calloway County High School
Cafeteria. This was in recognition of her retirement after 42
years and 10 months with the
USCA Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service here.
Pottery by Betty Hahs and
ceramics by Martha Clark
Butterworth and Donna Jackson
was on display at Calloway
County Public Library.
All Calloway County elementary schools and Calloway
County Middle School were
reaccredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools at the association's annual meeting at New Orleans, La.
Mark A. Jackson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bennie Jackson, had
enlisted in the United States
Marine Corps. He was now at
Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S.C.
Forty years ago
First place winners from the
Murray Area Vocational Center
in Monday's regional DECA
competition at Murray State
University were Johnny Shelley,
Suzette Hughes, Jennifer Tabors,
Cindy Boyd, Nora Wyatt, Ricky
Lowe, Donna Adams and Larry
Lovett.
Fifty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Max B. Hurt had
been named county chairmen of
the 1964 Easter Seal campaign in
Calloway County.
Lion George Ligon was the
master of ceremonies at the Lions
Club Ladies Night held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Sixty years ago
FFAand 4-H members who
had the eleven best tobacco crops
in the sale held here were Mary
Leslie Erwin, Frankie Erwin,
Tommy D. Workman, Charles
Coleman, Wabum Wyatt, Jimmy
H. Ford, Martin Wells, Eugene
George
Compton,
Hunter,
Charles Outland and W.A. Erwin.

Girlfriend staying as family's
guest deserves more respect
DEAR ABBY: Last August my
husband and I allowed our son's
I7-year-old girlfriend, 'Lindsay'
to move into our home from out
of state because she needs to live
here for a year to establish residency for school She's a wonderful girl, mature, social and
helpful
My problem is my
other
sons
(ages 18 and
14) are very
angry that we
have allowed
a "stranger" to
move in. My
I8-year-old is
a college stu*NI
dent
who
lives on campus an hour
away,
but
By Abigail
comes home
Van Buren
on weekends.
He and his younger brother feel
I show favoritism to Lindsay and
make frequent comments about
the non-family member. They
worry that I'm spending money
on her even though they know
her mom sends her money.
I'll admit it has been nice to
have a girl around. My boys sleep
half the day away on weekends,
but she gets up and is happy to
run errands with me. I still include
my sons in many activities without Lindsay, as I always have,
and I did not anticipate this hostility. I feel bad for her because
they make little attempt to hide
it. My son loves his girlfriend,
and I want her to feel comfortable and welcome without alienating my other sons. Help! -MOM OF THREE SONS
DEAR MOM: You and your
husband are the parents, which
means you are supposed to be
running this "asylum" -- not the
inmates. The decision about who
should or should not be a guest
in your home is not up to your
jealous older and younger boys,
who appear to be suffering from
a form of "sibling" rivalry.
As a guest in your home, Lind-

Dear Abby

say should be treated with respect,
and it's not happening You should
insist upon it, and if your wishes are not complied with, there
should be consequences
•••••••

DEAR ABBY: My husband of
five years has three children from
previous marriages . Earlier this
year he learned some disturbing
information about his youngest
child. He opted not to share the
information with me so as not to
violate her privacy. I found out
about it a few weeks ago, and I
am deeply hurt that I was excluded.
I feel I have never been included as a true part of the family,
and this is just another example.
He feels his explanation justifies
his actions and that should be the
end of it. I am concerned that
he will keep other things from
me he feels are none of my business in the future. I am not at
all comfortable with this situation. Do you think I am overreacting? -- STEPMONSTER IN
THE SOUTH
DEAR STEPMONSTER: Yes,
I do. Your husband decided not
to discuss something with you
that he felt would violate his daughter's privacy. Much as you might
like to, you can't push your way.
into being accepted. If relationships
are going to happen, they must
evolve naturally. So calm -down
and stop personalizing this. It isn't
a threat to your marriage unless
you make it so.
••••••

DEAR ABBY: In, this day and
age, with computers and the ability to backspace, cut, paste and
delete so easily, why do you still
use a P.S.? Seems to me that P.S.
needs to be used only with handwritten letters. -- CANDICE IN
PHOENIX
DEAR CANDICE: Mmmm
not so fast. The majority of my
readers communicate with me via
the Internet, as you did. They use
P.S. to indicate that what they
are saying is an afterthought and
so do I in some of my responses.

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 12,
the 43rd day of 2014. There are
322 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 12, 1809,Abraham Lincoln, the 16th president of the
United States, was born in present-day Larue County, Ky.
On this date:
In 1554, Lady Jane Grey, who'd
claimed the throne of England for
nine days, and her husband, Guildford Dudley, were beheaded after
being condemned for high treason.
'Y

In 1909, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People was founded.
In 1912, Pu Yi (poo yee), the
last emperor of China, abdicated,
marking the end of the Qing
Dynasty.
In 1914, groundbreaking took
place for the Lincoln Memorial
in Washington, D.C.(A year later
on this date, the Memorial's cornerstone was laid.)
In 1940, the radio play "The
Adventures of Superman" debuted
with Bud Collyer as the Man of
Steel.

In 1959, the redesigned Lincoln penny — with an image of
the Lincoln Memorial replacing
two ears of wheat on the reverse
side — went into circulation.
In 1973, Operation Homecoming began as the first release of
American prisoners of war from
the Vietnam conflict took place.
In 1994, the 17th Winter
Olympic Games opened in Lillehammer, Norway. A version of
Edvard Munch's painting "The
Scream" was stolen from the
National Gallery in Oslo, Norway
(it was later recovered.
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Frequent urination at night

becomes more common with age
DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm an
older woman in good health, but
I can't get a good night's sleep
because I keep waking up to go
to the bathroom. What can I do?
DEAR READER: 'Nocturie
is the medical term for the need
to get up frequently to urinate
during the night. It's a common
cause of sleep loss, especially
among older adults. In severe
Cases, 1 person may get
up AS many AS
five or six
times during
the night. This
can lead to
sleep deprivation and daytime fatigue.
One corn•
mon cause of
is
nocturia
By
easily correctDr. Anthony
Watch
ed.
Komaroff
(and consider
cutting down on) how much you
drink in the two hours before
bedtime. Be particularly careful
about drinks containing caffeine
and alcohol: They both cause the
kidneys to pass more water.
Nocturia becomes more common with age, and several different conditions can cause it.
Some are just the result of aging
and some are diseases.
As we get older, our brains
produce less antidiuretic hormone.
Normally, this hormone travels in
the blood and causes the kidneys
to make less urine. Since we
make less hormone as we get
older, we make more urine at night.
Sometimes doctors treat this condition with a drug that causes
the same effects as antidiuretic hormone.
Age also reduces the holding
capacity of our bladder. Even
when you don't have that much
fluid in the bladder, it senses that
it is full. As a result, the bladder sends urgent signals to your
brain that you need to urinate.

Dr. Komaroff

There are several diseases that
can cause noctuna. Heart failure
causes blood to be pumped less
efficiently through the kidneys.
That leads to a buildup of excess
fluid in the blood and the rest
of the body. And that, in turn,
causes the heart and kidneys to
do everything they can to pass
as much of that excess fluid as
possible out in the urine.
Diabetes is another example_
The higher levels of sugar in the
blood that comes from diabetes
"sucks" fluid out of the tissues
and cells of the body and into
the blood. The extra fluid in the
blood then is eliminated by the
kidneys into the urine.
Low-grade urinary tract bacterial infections can cause frequent urination, usually of small
amounts of urine. Sometimes an
infection is suspected because it
also hurts to urinate, but that's
not always the case.
Neurological conditions can
affect the signals to and from the
bladder, and the efficiency with
which the bladder muscles function. One common example is
"overactive bladder," which causes increased contractions of the
muscles that cause urination. Muscle-relaxant drugs can help. (I've
put an illustration of the female
urinary system on my website,
AskDoctorK.com.)
Medications, especially diuretics (widely used both to lower
blood pressure and to rid the
body of excess fluid), can cause
nocturia as well.
Try the one thing that you
can do yourself: Cut down on
the amount of fluid you drink in
the two hours before bedtime. If
that doesn't work, you should get
checked out by your doctor.
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(Dr. Kontaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

RAW MEAT can, cook properly. Some slowcooker recipes say to sear the
AND RAW
meat before. — Heloise
VEGGIES
Dear BETTER POTATOES
Dear Readers: When makI
Heloise:
just bought a ing mashed potatoes, there are
slow cooker, many alternatives to using milk.
and I have a Looking for a different flavor?
question Try using sour cream, butterabout putting milk cik!. nonfat Greek yogurt
MEAT AND instead. 'Ths., the fun part of
VEGETABLES IN TOGETHER. cooking! You can substitute difWhen a recipe says to put the ferent things to create some
beef (or whatever) in the cook- yummy flavors. My pamphlet
er and then arrange the vegeta- Heloise's Seasonings, Sauces and
bles around it, add water, etc., Substitutes is crammed full of
shouldn't the meat be seared first? hints for you to liven up a meal!
Putting it in raw with the veg- To receive one, send $3 and a
etables doesn't sound right to long, self-addressed, stamped (70
cents) envelope to: Heloise/Seame. — Bob, via email
I know it doesn't sound quite sonings, P.O. Box 795001, San
right, but yes, you can put raw Antonio, TX 78279-5001. Have
meat in the slow cooker with a baking recipe that calls for
buttermilk, but you don't have
raw 'vegetables.
A slow cooker does just that any? Try substituting yogurt. The
cooks the food slowly. It uses nonfat Greek yogurt can be used
a lower temperature, but it also in a zillion different ways! —
cooks the food for a longer peri- Heloise
od of time. The tightfitting lid TOOTHPICK HOLDER
Dear Heloise: Here is a hint
and the steaming environment kill
bacteria, so don't worry. Also, that I learned working in a bardon't put a big old hunk of becue restaurant in Dallas: Put
meat or chicken in there. Cut toothpicks in a small hot-sauce
the meat into big chunks so they bottle, and they will come out

by
Heloise

one at a time. Of course, you
need to clean the hot-sauce bottle well before filling it with
toothpicks. — Myrtle J. in Kentucky
FREEZING CRACKERS
Dear Heloise: You have written in your column about storing crackers in thkireezer. After
thawing them, is Mre.any moisture in them, and atthey soggy?
Because if this hint really works,
then it is the perfect solution,
since I don't eai very many at
a time. — Lois U., via fax
This hint really works! Be
sure to put the crackers in an
airtight freezer bag or container. You can wrap the crackers
in foilfor added protection. This
keeps out the air, which is what
makes the crackers soggy. —
Heloise
ORGANIZED SPICES
Dear Heloise: I often spent
time searching for the right spice.
To solve my frustration, I put
them alphabetically on a twotiered turntable on the shelf in
the cabinet. Now I just give the
turntable a spin and find the
right spice in no time! — Mary
M., via email
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Charity affair
Go over
Amorous archer
Broad street
Close by
Heart
Luggage ID
Signing needs
Reviewer Roger
Slugger Williams
-The Taming of the Shrew" city
Fancy wrap
Heaps
Gawk at
Brutish ones
Tea additive
Got together
In the know
Leave in stitches
Banned pesticide
Wordy
Take to the sky
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Nice guy
Met song
Exited a computer system
Tough wood
Indy entrant
Calendar items
Coop group
Lowly worker
Haul into court
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In fancy attire
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See the sights
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CLASSIFIEDS
INDEX
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to cheo
the first inserbon of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

G&C Storage has
taken posession of Unit
51, and will offer for
Saturday.
sale on
January 15th.
119 Main Street
Murray, KY
270-753-6266

; a physician
rarvard Medici questions,
om, or write:
Shattuck St.,
n,MA 02115.)

6 Garden

DISCLAIMER

ISO
III5
200
210

Farm Equipment
messy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Famsood

no
200
270
200
216
300

no
330
340
3110
370
300
300
410
425

Moles Howe Lots For Sala
Mobile Homes For Sale
Noble Howes For lent
Mobile Noma Lots For Rem
swerve's Rentes
Apennswits For lent
Rooms For Rem
mouses For Rent
Stomps Fenton
Commeirced Property
Pees Al Supplies
Livestock 4Supplies
Pubk Sale
Land For Reim or Lases

ditio, CLASSIFIED AD'RATES
430
435
440
445
450
455
NW
470
400
465
490
496
500
510
520
530
560
570

fee EOM,
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rene
Farms For sm.
Acreage
Hones For Sala
Motorcycles I ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Obey Valscame
Used Cars
Vans
lead Trucks
Campion
Boats 4Motors
Service. °fined
Free Column
Tobacco & Supple+

When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
Listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
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TO the tennant that has
abandoned G-46 at
Mur Cal Apts. If you do
not
your
remove
belongings
by
2/28/2014, they will be
disposed of by the
management.
270-759-4984
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Tired of being gone 3-4 weeks
at a time?
GlenDi Inc. Is taking applications for
Class A Company Drivers in Murray, KY.
Must have a good dnving record. 2500-2700
average miles a week. Home most weekends.
Competitive pay, Health Ins., Retirement, Qrt.
Safety Bonus.
Also, seeking Part-Time Driver's and
Owner Operators.
Call Craig for more details.
M-F 9am-4pm
270-759-5540

SALES/CLERICAL.
Paint, decorating retail.
.nowledge of selecting
.olors, making paint
ind flooring sales
.-2xperience preferred.
Apply 1204 Johnson
,3Ivd, Murray.

nsk Although persons and
mentioned

herein are believed to be
reputable,

The

Murray

Ledger & Times, nor any of
its employees accept any
responsibility

whatsoever

for their activities.

.;EASONAL CDL driver. Class A required.
Apply in person at
1266 Brewers Hwy.
Hardin. EOE
SITE MANAGER. FT
with benefits, 87 units,
2 apartment complexes
located in Mayfield &
Murray. Rural development knowledge a
plus. Salary based on
Fax
experience.
resume to
731-554-2322

Want to buy iunk or
running cars and trucks
and Junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

Now taking applications for SRNA's

We have great benefits with flexible scheduling.
Come apply in person and receive same day
interview. Join the team that dedicates our
efforts and performance to the highest quality
Equal opportunity Employer

28R duplex, all appliances Included.
270-767-9948
270-293-9474

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
1
Ext. 283
1 Equal Opportundy
.
12
NEW, 2BR, 2 5BA
$900,
townhomes.
includes all utilities.
Available March 15.
Pets with Deposit. Call
753-9999
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898

Sale.
for
Hay
$3.00/bale. 753-1287
Nouns For Rent

SINGER
SALES & VAC
&

SINGER sewing
machines
ORECK
Vacuums
Quilts starting
at $ 59
G. E. Financing
90 8 C S 12 t.t.
Bel -Air Center,
( 2 70 1 7 5 3 5 3 2 3

2BR 2BA duplex avail
able 3/1 w/appliances
$700
+
$700/mo
deposit. No smoking,
no pets. 270-978-0984
4 or 5BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties
Rentals

4Temporary Farm Workers Needed. Employer.
David Vowell-Water Valley KY. Perform all duties
of Tobacco Production: including seeding, planting,
cultivating, imgating. spraying, harvesting, & packaging; and other alternative work. Employment
Dates: 04/01/14-12/20/14. $10.10/hr. Piece rates
may be offered. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract.
hours. Tools provided at no cost. Free housing
provided to non-commuting workers.
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when
50% of contract is met. Random drug testing may
be done after hire at employer's expense. Contact
the Kentucky Department for Workforce
Investment at 502-782-3079, and reference job
order KY0512158.

0
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Well established local dental practice has
full-time position available. Must be selfmotivated with positive attitude and have
excellent customer service and telephone
skills. Responsibilities include answering
phone, checking in patients, scheduling
appointments,billing/collections and expenencefiling insurance a must. Position is
Monday-Thursday 7:45-5:00. Paid vacations and holidays and a very friendly
working environmentSend resume to:
PO Box 1040-A, Murray KY 42071

I Home Delivery

Local Mall
I
I 3ine.
3 mo...---.$33.00
I 4 NW --AMOS 6 um --SSA
I 1 yr.---$1.5.1111 1 yr.-.$183.N
Other Mall
Subscriptions
3 mo..--..473.86
6 mo _SSA
1 yr...-....$143.01

Money Order

Visa

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Infinity Group is hiring for
Pella Corporation in Murray, KY
Assembly Operators!
Are you an indhrklual that loves working
with your holds and building a quality
product? If so, please send resume to
ldevIdOlnl-grp.com or call 270-767-2518
M equal opportunity employer
Post-oller drug screen !I beckgroind cheat requred

Name
I St. Address
I
City
Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Bo: 1040
Murray, KY 43071
Or call (.170) 758-1918

Ask about our
1/1$91irLia
sinT.1611
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1 916

CAREGIVER needed
for elderly man. Parttime position SedaliaMayfield area. CNA
preferred $10 per hour.
Send resume to:
Caregiver PO Box 295
Sedalia, KY 42079

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858
Siberian Husky puppies Registered, 1st
shots
&
wormed.
Excellent bloodlines.
$250. 270-804-1210
5-9 pm

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121.
280
Mobile Homes For Rant
Nice, 16x80, 2BR 2BA
w/appliances. Private
town.
near
lot,
$500/month +deposit.
Available March 1st.
270-293-1761
320
Apartments For Rent

1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
1BR apt in various
Coleman
locations
Real Estate
270-753-9898
1BR effeciency apt
near downtown. 1
occupant only, no pets,
no smoking. $300/mo
plus utilities. Deposit
required. Call
293-28.43

Hill Electric

16 inch
Starting at 520

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

14. 15.

mounted

CONSIGNING MOTHERS March 2-8 at the
Henry
County
Fairgrounds. Turn your
kids' outgrown clothing,
toys and women's
clothing into money.
Participate by calling
731-697-6771 or 731E44-1126 or email
Consigning
Mothers@gmail.com.
Drop off is March 2nd!
Check out our facebook page and join out
Celly Text group. You
can join by texting
Oconsigningmothers
to 23559.

Real Estate

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
is subpect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
Illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnrnination based on race, color, fellgKin sex, handicap, fanphal status or national ongin, hr intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discnm ina-

753-9562

Used Cars

www.hillelectric.com

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.

hrolar,drnotoisaie: rot,'
-

753-4461

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction. Homes,
decks,
remodeling,
screened
porches,
garages, sagging, rotten floors, termite damage, home and mobile
753-0353
repair.
Larry Nimmo

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special picku
• locally owned/operated

75.9-1151.293.27m
293-2784

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service, 25
years expenence. Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576
'Freeze Damage Repair
'Home Improvements
*Bath & Kitchen
-No Job Too Big/Small
-From Drywall iS Painting
To Plumbing. Flooring
& Decks
'insured 'Sr Discount
'Free Estimates
'Member 01 Angies List
kentuckvleke
remodeling corn
270-873-9916

non

State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on tactors in
addition to those protected
under tederal law
he will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violahon of the law_ All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirement,. contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milanr.(703)648-1000.

_rvir/Nin

McCUISTON

R 00FING
C( i),P,i, • .(`'1.r?'

•

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
It is our house!

G&C

605 E South 12th St

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic, King $385,
Full $185.
(270)293-4121

USED TIRES

NM MOM
OP.01•111011re

STORAGE and

160
Horns Furnishings

-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction. Homes,
decks,
remodeling,
porches,
screened
garages, sagging, rotten floors, termite damage, home and mobile
753-0353
repair.
Larry Nimmo

Can 753-5606

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

WARD-ELKINS

(270) 753-1713

Newly remodeled 4
bedroom Pock in Lynn
Grove area. 2 Bath,
hardwood floors, new
Cl H/A, on natural gas.
large 2 acre lot. 2 large
buildings.
storage
$120K 293-1231

has Pans

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs

Drug Free Facility

Dental Receptionist- Front Desk

1
1 Rest of KY/TN
Meryl& & Barham,
1
1 3sta.-.44111.110
au-VOW
1
1 lit_-.

- Coin Appiaisal
'4`Tronds-n-Treasure
Murray KY 270-753-416
Dr Fuhrrnann

JANOME

TIMES TODAY!

s,

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator.
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

We PAY top SS tor your

and those desiring to become a SRNA.

MURRAY LEDGER &

State

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

We SELLeorts & PIPS I

motivated,

1BR etteciency ap
near downtown. 1
occupant only, no pets,
no smoking. $300/rno
plus utilities Deposit
required. Call
293-2843

Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375

CHRISTOPHER S COIN

(State Registered Nurse Assistants)

SUBSCRIBE TO THE

Check

140

Articles
For Sale
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BECKS OYSTER BAR
& GRILL for sale or
I
se
ea
($1800/mo+$1800/dep
) Lake Hwy 79N Pans
Landing, TN. 4 Star rating open since 2000.
Owners ready to retire.
Awesome opportunity.
( 7 3 1 ) 6 4 4 9720,(731)407-4489,
(731)336-7166. Becky
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Nip Wined

First Baptist Church,
Dover,TN is seeking a
Minister of Music.
Send resumes to:
First Baptist Church
220 Church St.
Dover, TN 37058
(or fax to: 931-232-5468)

technician
NAIL
needed at Profiles
Salon and Spa.
(270) 753-9161 or
(720)320-7183

Papa Smurf
Storage
"1(311 lii
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WANTED:
MINISTER OF MUSIC

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
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REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent.com/properties or call
270-753-4109

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
hulestrisnererdsUllesNisodal

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORACE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of

121 S. & 6115111606.

10i15's
(2701 436-2524

10X10.5 &

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

James C.Iallhosre

i

lialte Property

Lake Front Property
ILL
6 3a 495' water frontage.
deep water. dock-able
ILL
17 23a 605' water frontage.
deep water. dock-able
Iu
131a. fronting a prn ate bay
by land w spring-fed creek

Priced to sell
(731)693-1113

For Salm

E

MI Prop. For Rent

2,300SOFT
OffIce/Reta11/
Warehouse Space
802 Maple Street

54.5 acres on 64
South. 48 acres tillable
Prices for quick sale
270-293-5215

W.OECLI.C.NET

(270) 759-0890

GARLANt
RENTAL
"If you've got It, we sea store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
'Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

270-753-8984
600 sq ft office space,
609 Maple, downtown
Murray. Will remodel to
suit.
(270) 519-9784

New 24
Redrew homes In
Rfeerfleici Estates
SSG Real Property
Professionals
2113-7872

Office/warehouse
space Some utilities &
furnishings included.
Hwy 80 & Bethel Rd.
2500sqft Call Mark
270-293-3352

Move in ready, 38R 1.5
BA. Attached Garage
on 2 lots. 5 minutes
west of Murray
436-5927

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
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PICTURES - $11 EACH
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Mail information, payment, and sender's name
and phone number to
PO. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or come by
the office at 1001 Whitnell Are, Murray
between 8:00a.m and 5:00 p.n.
Comma Natasha or Molly at(270)753-1916
for more information.
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
Al Year Sep& Needs
Inataitation
Dirtttet,
Wt.R.
Send, & Mulch
C170)MOM

7

*Removal

Deadline for receipt of
photos fr love lines Is
Wednesday, February 12
at 12NOON.

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
ALShirallakhilig/Bnikd

4
_8

12701 227 3140
1270) 474-0323

*Stump Gnnding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839
Hugs & Kisses to
the bestest daddy in the
world, Chad Hughes!

David's Home
Improvement

tic

I Love You,
Chandler

ACTUAL SIZE OF AD
Grog Mansfield
0
4111111
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hornoloort
Don? sperxi pas 110.10/y AO
keep a our
saw
(270i 293-8480

tVoiter Rates
"010 off

DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING

Water Damaged Floors
Braces 8 Floor Jousts
Remodeling 8 Piumbing
Will Do Insurance Wora
ylS13 & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
(
Home & Office

(2701435 0060 Dave
(270)226-0505 cell

clean-

ing Great references,
Great Rates. Beautiful
job Call Theresa
270-978-9642

5
1
9825
Hill Appliance
Repair
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service oil all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Servicelicensed
and insured. Free esti-

Horoscope

grasslands where bison, mammoth, hippos and rhinoceros
roamed.
University of Southampton
archaeology professor Clive
Gamble, who was not involved
in the project, said the discovery
was "tremendously significant."
"It's just so tangible," he said.
"This is the closest we've got to
seeing the people.
"When I heard about it, it was
like hearing the first line of
hymn)
Blake's
(William
'Jerusalem' — 'And did those
feet, in ancient time, walk upon
England's mountains green?'
Well, they walked upon its
muddy estuary."
The researchers said the
humans who left the footprints
may have been related to Homo
antecessor, or "pioneer man,"
whose fossilized remains have
been found in Spain. That
species died out about 800,000
years ago.
Ashton said the footprints are
between 800,000 — "as a Conservative estimate" — and 1
million years old, at least
100,000 years older than scientists' earlier estimate of the first
human habitation in Britain.
That's significant because
700,000 years ago, Britain had a
warm, Mediterranean-style climate. The earlier period was

much colder, similar to modernday Scandinavia.
Natural History Museum
archaeologist Chris Stringer
said that 800,000 or 900,000
years ago Britain was "the edge
of the inhabited world."
"This makes us rethink our
feelings about the capacity of
these early people, that they
were coping with conditions
somewhat colder than the present day," he said.
"Maybe they had cultural
adaptations to the cold we hadn't
even thought were possible
900,000 years ago. Did they
wear clothing? Did they make
shelters, windbreaks and so on?
Could they have they have the
use of fire that far back?" he
asked.
Scientists dated the footprints
by studying their geological
position and from nearby fossils
of long-extinct animals including mammoth,ancient horse and
early vole.
John McNabb, director of the
Center for the Archaeology of
the
at
Origins
Human
University of Southampton —
who was not part of the research
team — said the use of several
lines of evidence meant "the
dating is pretty sound."
Once uncovered, the perishable prints were recorded using

mates. 436-2562,
227-0267

sophisticated digital photography to create 3-D images in
which it's possible to discern
arches of feet, and even toes.
Isabelle De Groote, a specialist in ancient human remains at
Moores
John
Liverpool
University who worked on the
find, said that from the pattern
of the prints, the group of early
humans appeared to be "pottering around," perhaps foraging
for food.
She said it wasn't too much of
a stretch to call it a family.
"These individuals traveling
together, it's likely that they
were somehow related," she
said.
Research at Happisburgh will
continue, and scientists are
hopeful of finding fossilized
remains of the ancient humans,
or evidence of their living quarters, to build up a fuller picture
of their lives.
The footprint find will form
part of an exhibition, "Britain:
One Million Years of the Human
Story," opening at the Natural
History Museum next week.
The footprints themselves,
which survived for almost 1 million years, won't be there. Two
weeks after they were uncovered, North Sea tides had
washed them away.

Is Georgia ready for the snowstorm this time?
ATLANTA (AP) — Just two
weeks ago, Atlanta became a
national punch line when a few
inches of snow crippled the city.
Comedians said the gridlocked
highways looked more like a
zombie apocalypse than the
South's bustling business hub.
On Monday, officials were
quick to act as the winter weather zeroed in, determined not be
the butt of jokes like the
Saturday Night Live parody that
referred to the "devil's dandruff"
and "Yankee's slush." Before a
single drop of freezing rain or
snow fell, Georgia Gov. Nathan
Deal had declared a state of
emergency for nearly a third of
the state, schools canceled classes and workers were told to stay
home.
Still, people were skeptical the
state would be better prepared
this time.
"I'm not counting on it. I've
been in Georgia on and off for
20 years. It's usually the same
scenario, not enough preparations and not enough equipment," said Terri Herod, who
bought a large hag of sand and a
shovel at a Home Depot. She
said her sister told her to also
buy kitty litter in case her car
gets stuck on an ice patch.
The memories of the Jan. 28
storm were too fresh for some.
Students were trapped on buses
or at schools and thousands of
cars were abandoned along
highways as short commutes

turned into odysseys. One
woman gave birth on a jammed
interstate. In the chaos, though,
there were stories of Southern
hospitality — people opening
up homes and businesses to help
the stranded. Officials reported
one accident-related death.
This storm could be worse this
time. A one-two punch of winter
weather was expected for
Atlanta and northern Georgia.
Rain and up to several inches of
snow were forecast Tuesday,
followed by sleet and freezing
rain Wednesday. Downed power
lines and icy roads were a major
worry.
Other parts of the South were
expected to get hit as well.
Alabama, which saw stranded
vehicles and had 10,000 students spend the night in schools
during the January storm, was
likely to get a wintry mix of precipitation. Parts of Mississippi
could see 3 inches of snow, and
a blast of snow over a wide section of Kentucky slickened
roads and closed several school
districts. The Carolinas were
also in the storm's path.
Atlanta has a long and painful
history of being ill-equipped to
deal with snowy weather and
people were not taking any
chances, even though officials
promised the response would be
different this time.
"We're not looking back, we're
looking forward," Deal said.
"The next three days are going

to be challenging. We want to
make sure we are as prepared as
possible."
Schools announced early that
they would close Tuesday, and
tractor-trailer drivers were handed fliers about the weather and a
law requiring chains on tires.
People around Atlanta planned
to stay off the roads, which
couldn't be treated last time
because there were too many
cars stuck on them.
"Basically, everyone from the
office is going to be working
from home" on Tuesday, Dakota
Herrera said as he left a downtown car park on his way to the
office Monday.
Deal was doing many things
differently. He opened an emergency operations center and
held a news conference hours
before the storm. When the Jan.
28 storm hit, Deal was at an
awards luncheon with Mayor
Kasim Reed, who was named a
magazine's 2014 "Georgian of
the Year."
Reed had just tweeted:
"Atlanta, we are ready for the
snow."
This time, the mayor made no
such predictions. Instead, he
said he was in contact with
school leaders and the city had
120 pieces of equipment to
spread salt and sand and plow
snow.
"We are just going to get out
here and, flat out, let our work
speak for itself," Reed said.
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by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Feb. 13, 2014:
This year you head in a new direction. In a sense, you become
slightly less independent than you have been in the past. Actually,
your sense of self is so strong that you don't need to worry about this
issue. You tend to be oversensitive. If you are single, you could meet
someone special sometime after June. You also could discover that
you have more than one potential suitor. If you are attached, you
often give in to your sweetie's demands because it is easier that way.
The summer could heat up your interactions. Enjoy this period. LEO
is romantic.

Scientists find 800,000-year-old footprints in U.K.
LONDON (AP)— They were
a British family on a day out —
almost a million years ago.
announced
Archaeologists
Friday that they have discovered
human footprints in England
that are between 800,000 and 1
million years old — the most
ancient found outside Africa,
and the earliest evidence of
human life in northern Europe.
A team from the British
Museum, London's Natural
History Museum and Queen
Mary college at the University
of London uncovered imprints
from up to five individuals in
at
mud
estuary
ancient
Happisburgh on. the country's
eastern coast.
ritish Museum archaeologist
Nick Ashton said the discovery
— recounted in detail in the
journal PLOS ONE — was "a
tangible link to our earliest
human relatives."
Preserved in layers of silt and
sand for hundreds of millennia
before being exposed by the tide
last year, the prints give a vivid
glimpse of some of our most
ancient ancestors. They were
left by a group„including at
least two children and one adult
male. They could have been be a
family foraging on the banks of
a river scientists think may be
the ancient Thames, beside
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During the last storm, Deal
and Reed didn't hold their first
news conference until hours
after highways were jammed.
Much is at stake for the governor, a Republican who is up for
re-election, and Reed, who is
seen as a rising star in the
Democratic Party and has aspirations for higher office. Both
took heat from residents, forecasters and even comedians during the last storm.
Saturday Night Live spoofed a
storm "survivor" with a thick
Southern accent. "The sun will
rise again," the character said at
one point. Jon Stewart quipped:
"The ice age zombie doomsday
apocalypse has come to
Atlanta."
The governor apologized and
announced the formation of a
task force to study the problems.
He also called for various
reviews and wants a new public
alert system for severe weather,
similar to what's used for missing and endangered children.
Aaron Strickland, emergency
operations director for Georgia
Power, said the utility was
bringing in crews from Florida,
Texas, Oklahoma and Michigan.
"Ice is probably one of the
we face,"
worst events
Strickland said. "When you look
at the types of ice we are talking
about, it's catastrophic."

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** You could be unusually verbal and creative. You might wonder how you can stop a problem before it evolves. At the same time,
you would like to have the other involved parties understand why it
was a mistake. Tonight: Get into weekend mode.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** If you can work from home, do. Understand that you can be
more reflective in a comfortable environment, as you will be somewhat distant from the issues at hand. You might be seeing a transformation of a key person in front of your eyes. Tonight: Make it easy.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You might want to see a situation in a different light. How you
see a personal matter could change, given some time and space.
Your playfulness emerges when dealing with a co-worker. A partner
or associate will favor you in an issue. Tonight: Out and about.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You could be more touchy and difficult than you realize. You
might be making major adjustments for others, and probably feel as
though you need others to be considerate of you. A loved one will
look at you favorably. Tonight: Buy a new item for your wardrobe.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You beam, and someone responds. Your ability to get past
a problem allows you to have a good time, no matter what situation
you are in. A co-worker allows you to see how much you are cared
about. Make time for a hobby that you really enjoy. Tonight: The
world is your oyster.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Your creativity abounds when dealing with a partner, friend Of
associate. You could feel uncomfortable with a loved one, as you
might not feel the same way around him or her. You express a different type of energy with this person. Just be yourself. Tonight: Not to
be found.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Even making hardly any effort, you still will draw excellent
results. All you have to do is be present. You have the ability to deal
with the unexpected with considerable ease. In fact, people who tend
to be unpredictable often amuse you. Tonight: Where the gang is.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Take a stand, and make sure that others are hearing you
loud and clear. You might need to adapt your communication style in
order for someone to really hear the message. Sugar works better
than vinegar when trying to win someone over. Tonight: Paint the
town red.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** A loved one will do the unexpected. Your finances could point
to a need for change in the choices you are making. Use your imagination, but avoid taking a risk at any cost. You will enjoy for a long
time an item that you purchase right now. Tonight: Relax to some
good music.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Take a break from handling your responsibilities as well as
someone else's. In the long run, you are not doing this person any
favors, but you still will feel obligated to help out. Understand that
you don't need to do everything for this person. Tonight: Opt for
togetherness.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Defer to a loved one who cares a lot about you. In fact, you
might find that many special people surround you at the present
moment. You could be oversensitive to a comment or a lack of
response from someone. Make a point to relax. Tonight: Sort through
your many offers.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Don't hesitate to let others know your limitations, especially
as they seem to dump a lot of work on you. An unexpected development involving your finances initially might concern you, but later you
will see the situation in other terms. Tonight: Get some exercise.
BORN TODAY
Former U.S. first lady Bess Truman (1885), talk show host Jerry
Springer (1944), singer Peter Gabriel (1950)
•••
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the Internet at www.jacquellnebegar.com.
(c) 2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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